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Steve: Hello. Good afternoon everyone. This is Steve Wright and you are on the Diarrhea Live Call. So, I’m
very excited to get rolling this afternoon. We’re going to try to have some fun with this topic, try to present
you with some really important information today. The reason why I want to have a little fun is because Jordan
and I have had enough diarrhea in our lives to know that if you’re having diarrhea life can look really gloomy
and cloudy and sucky. Part of what we want to do here today is acknowledge that but also let you know that it
doesn’t have to be this way and that there is a way out of that. And we’ve both done that; we’ve done it with
hundreds of clients and we’ve talked with thousands of people who have also done it. So, it’s really important
that hopefully you begin to believe that, if you don’t yet I think probably people who have invested in this
call - you are already on that train. But if you’re not, I think that by the end of the call today, by the end of our
time together you’ll definitely be feeling a lot more hopeful and a lot more ready to take action. And so we’re
going to present some high-level stuff as we start off today, kind of talk about diarrhea in and of itself so that
you could really understand it. And then we’re going to dive into the specifics because I know that’s really why
you came here today - to get action steps that we have used and maybe some that you haven’t heard about,
maybe some that you’ve tried but you’ve never tried them all together at the same time and so it’s going to be
an awesome two and a half hours.
Just so you know, if you haven’t used Instant Teleseminar before there is the call-in line as well as the webcast
line. I see many people on both. So, just in case you need that those are there. We’re also going to record this
for you so it will be recorded and transcribed and handed out to you. So, in case you don’t get a certain thing
that we glossed over, we said it too fast, we’ll definitely correct that later in the recording and everything and
you’ll get it in the handout.
Alright, so as we get going today, in case you don’t know Jordan and I are engineers. We are not doctors
and anything you hear today is not and should not be considered medical advice. This does not replace the
relationship you have with any medical practitioners. And the protocols in the handouts that we are giving you
is just information that you should use with your practitioner. So, we are engineers like I’ve said, which allows
us a couple things. It allows us to take the best from the western medicine and take the best from the eastern
medicine and sort of play in the zone in the middle of them in the “what works zone.” So, that’s what we’ve
put together for you today. And I just want you to know that diarrhea is something that you should be working
with a medical provider with. And so it’s not typically something you ever want to handle yourself. Thank you
so much investing today and taking time to be on this call live. You’re going to get a lot out of it. Make sure
you have a pen and paper handy for the insights you’re going to have along the way. As I said, if you haven’t
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already gotten the handout you can download the handout later and we’re going to get you the transcription.
So, go ahead and turn off all your distractions; close the door; put your phone on airplane mode, do whatever
you have to do to get present because I’d hate for you to tune out and sort of miss the one or two big things
you came to get out of this call today.
So as I said, first and foremost we want you to know that you’re not alone if you’re suffering with diarrhea.
There’s millions of us who have suffered and are currently suffering. And that reversal of diarrhea and
stopping it and getting it out of your life is real and attainable. It’s not some mystical unicorn thing. We’re
going to cover today how to know how bad your diarrhea is by learning through four qualities of poops and
perfect poops. We’re going to talk about short-term strategies that you can take action on starting tonight that
are going to help you get really close to what we call a perfect poop. We’re going to go into some advanced
short-term strategies if the regular ones don’t work. And then we’re going to talk about sort of long lasting
healing and what does that take to get this gone from your life and have it never come back. So, those longterm strategies are very important for those of you who want to have solid perfect poops on a regular basis
and not worry about the urgency of having to run to the bathroom or having accidents, because I’ve done both
of those and I know how much they suck.
So, if you’re wondering where these ideas and where all this stuff has come from, if you haven’t followed us
for the last five years, I totally understand that. And so just so you know Jordan and I worked with well over
600 one-on-one clients, many of them having severe diarrhea. And we ourselves had it; we’ve spent over
$30,000 each on our medical issues and our diarrhea and constipation problems. And then we’ve worked with
thousands of people through email and through our blog and through our email list. And so whether you have
Ulcerative Colitis or Crohn’s or diverticulitis or IBS or anything in the middle, you’re just having loose stools and
you don’t know why, the strategies that we’re going to talk about today and the techniques and the overview
will apply to you universally. Because the interesting thing about diarrhea is that it’s sort of a very abstract
symptom. And so whether or not you’re having inflammation in the colon it does matter a little bit, but it
doesn’t quite matter as much as you think it would. And so that’s why it’s actually really fun and really cool
for us to be able to present a topic like this today and not need to sort of break it down by every single unique
condition.
So, as always there’s no guarantees when you’re talking about improving your health. We can’t promise you
perfect poops and every case is individually different. It’s just really important for you to know that success is
within your grasp and getting back to the health that you want is totally possible. And that’s why we’re super
excited today. So, let’s just do a little check here Jordan, are you there? Are you ready to go?
Jordan: I’m here my friend. Can you hear me okay?
Steve: I can. You’re coming through loud and clear.
Jordan: Excellent. I’m excited. Diarrhea was my number one problem for years, diarrhea all day every day.
And I just loved it that you shared that little story on our blog recently about that day when we were at that
restaurant, the Imodium AD slipped out of my wallet and fell onto the floor and we both kind of looked at each
other. Because I really seriously had Imodium AD in my wallet, in my pocket, in my desk at work. I had multiple
Imodium AD packets in my truck all over the place, I had them in my wife’s car, I had them everywhere. And
frankly I would take them like mints, like breathe mints; I mean I would just pop those things all the time and I
was still having all this diarrhea. And to this day when I travel specifically I still take some with me just in case.
It’s like a security blanket from when I was a little kid or something. And I’ll be honest, I’ve never had to use
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one while I was traveling, knock on wood, but it’s still just something that I can’t quite shake. And if you’ve had
diarrhea, if you’re struggling with diarrhea you know what that’s like. I mean it just runs your life; it controls
your life. You almost feel like you’re chained to the toilet. I know for me I just didn’t want to ever leave the
house or go anywhere where I wasn’t sure if there was going to be a bathroom. And that was my life; that was
my everyday life.
And what I can tell you is that I was able to stop my diarrhea bottom line. And we’ve been able to help a
lot of other people do the same thing. So I’m excited to share a lot of those with you today. Because again,
everything we create at SCD Lifestyle are things that we wish - follow our time machine rule, things we wish
we could go back in time and teach ourselves when we were sick. And man I wish I would of had a lot of these
strategies back when I was sick so that I could have stopped my diarrhea a lot sooner; a lot of quality of life
that I could have gotten back. So, let’s dive in. And by dive in I mean really mean dive in because you wouldn’t
believe - this joke is one of my favorite jokes. You wouldn’t believe some of the poop pictures that people
email us. I mean it’s disgusting but awesome. And I’ll tell you why. I’ve seen more poop selfies from people to
last a lifetime, but in all seriousness though I’m really happy that these people are actually using their poop as
a troubleshooting tool because many people don’t or won’t because talking about poop a lot of times is even
weirder than talking about sex in today’s culture, which to me is very backwards. And if we’re honest about
it we can learn a lot from our poop. And if we actually stop and take a look in the toilet bowl or acknowledge
that we’re actually having diarrhea or loose stools on a daily basis it can be a real indication of our health. It’s
literally like your poop is whispering to you, or in my case when I was really sick it was screaming at me to do
something different. And we all poop. We’re human beings. It’s one of the few reminders we get every day
about our health. And a lot of times we don’t pay much attention to it. But the truth is if you’re not pooping
right right now it’s a very subtle clue from your body that something is going wrong. And if you have been
following us for a while you know what a perfect poop is and you know that we’ve talked about it. But bottom
line what comes into play here is have you ever truly tracked your bowel movements to understand how your
poop is changing day to day? Because most people don’t and most people won’t. But if you’re serious about
stopping your diarrhea, and hopefully you are because you’re here with us today, you absolutely must track
your poop. And to do that you must know what quality of bowel movements you’re having on a day-to-day
basis. We have to have a way to measure and hold things to a standard. And this is part of being your own
health engineer; tracking your poop is critical to stopping your diarrhea.
So, as we talk about things today we’re going to give you long-term strategies, we’re going to give you shortterm strategies. Ultimately if you do those things and you don’t track your poop you really won’t totally know
how well things are improving. I mean it might seem simple like oh I’m having diarrhea ten times a day, if I
stop having diarrhea I’ll know. But the bottom line is in most cases it doesn’t happen overnight like that; it
happens slowly and gradually and then one day you’re much better than you were a month ago. And if you’re
not tracking your poop you might actually just lose faith and give up hope and quit and go back to eating
the way you were because you’re not noticing a difference. But you might have missed the fact that instead
of having diarrhea ten times a day now you’re having diarrhea six or five times a day; that’s a 50 percent
improvement in a couple of weeks and that’s great. You’re on the right track. So, that’s important information
to have as you become your own health engineer and you own that and you be that.
You’d be shocked at how easy it is for us humans to forget. I mean right now I want you to try to remember
your bowel movements from last Thursday. Tell me exactly what your bowel movements were like last
Thursday. How many times did you go? What was the quality and consistency of those bowel movements?
What time of the day did you go? People that don’t track probably won’t have a very good idea unless
something very memorable happened to you last Thursday. If it was just a normal day at work or a normal day
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at home with the family and stuff, I can’t even remember what my bowel movements were like because I don’t
track my bowel movements anymore. There are times of my life when I decide to really dive into a health
subject where maybe I want to, for example, go in and tweak something or try a new supplement and I’ll begin
tracking them again just in case. But when I’m just doing my normal status quo and I’m having perfect poops
every day, I don’t track my bowel movements anymore because I don’t need to. But, it’s important to know
that if you were to ask me what I had for bowel movements last Thursday I don’t know. I don’t remember.
And if I were taking a new supplement or trying something new or experimenting with something like resistant
starch or doing one of those experiments I’d be tracking because I honestly don’t remember what my bowel
movements were like last Thursday and most people don’t and that’s okay. But that’s my point is that we have
to make sure that we track and understand those things so we understand if things are actually working and
getting better.
So, tracking your poop is the first step to actually stopping diarrhea. And we’re going to give you all of these
strategies to use, long-term and short-term and supplement protocols and stuff like that, and that’s great.
You got to make sure you’re tracking to find out whether or not they’re working. And there’s four things we
really want to track. Number one is what does your poop look like? And if you’ve never googled the Bristol
Stool Chart that’s been gifted to us by the folks at the University of Bristol, it was published in a study in the
Scandinavian Journal of Gastroenterology. And the Bristol Stool Chart is a way for you to track your bowel
movements. And the first quality you want to be looking at is what does it look like? A perfect poop is around
a number 4 on the Bristol Stool Chart. It’s typically going to look like a long smooth snake. And anything from
a 1 to a 3 is very constipated while 6’s and 7’s on that scale are more like watery diarrhea. So you want to look
for a sausage or a snake and that’s going to be around a 4-ish on the Bristol Stool Chart. And if it’s not like that
then you need to understand and track whether it’s more on the constipation side or on the diarrhea side.
The next quality to track is how often are you going. Everybody’s different but the general agreement in the
research is a healthy bowel movement is one to three times a day. And that could vary day-to-day, but poop is
a waste; you need to get rid of it on a frequent basis. So, if you find yourself pooping a couple of times a week
you’re definitely on the constipated side of things. If you’re doing more than three times a day you’re on the
diarrhea side of things, and both of those can be pretty serious issues and indications that something’s not
going right; an important quality to track.
Next up is how easy is it to poop. That’s an important quality. If you’re on the diarrhea side of things like
me, I mean there’s some times in my life where it was so urgent I barely made it to the bathroom. And the
other end of that scale is where you’re sitting on the toilet pushing and fighting a battle to get that poop to
come out. And then there’s the spot right in the middle where you just sit down and it’s nice and easy and
it comes right out. It’s not a problem. So the sense of urgency is an important quality to track when you’re
having diarrhea. It’s really important. That’s going to impact your quality of life more than anything. I mean
there’s nothing worse than that feeling of urgency man and you just got to run, you just got to go. You’re in
the middle of a meeting or you’re out with friends or whatever and it’s awkward. That’s an important quality
to track.
And then number four is did you get it all out. And part of a healthy bowl movement is making sure you have
full evacuation. And this is more of an issue with people that are on the constipation side of things where
they’ll have a bowel movement, they’ll get up and go do something and three minutes later they have to go
back. Sometimes that happened to me if I had a lot of diarrhea, but not always.
So, those are the four qualities you want to track when you have bowel movements. And you can keep a
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little journal or just use a little app on your phone. There are poop-tracking apps by the way. Or you could
just keep a little notes document in your phone like I do. Pen and paper works great too, but again things you
want to look at, what is the poop quality; what does it look like? Is it a long smooth snake? Is it watery? Is
it little pellets? How often did you go that day? How easy was it in terms of urgency? Was it very urgent or
very hard to push out? And then number four did you get it all out; was it a full evacuation? Those are the
four things you want to be tracking when you’re trying to understand are these strategies Jordan and Steve
helped me implement working or not working right now? And that information is going to be critical for you to
understand that.
Now, it’s really important that you understand how critical this information is for you. I want to share a
personal story with you that I haven’t shared with many people, and I haven’t even really talked about it on the
blog. But this is why diarrhea is so important to address. I mean back when I was having diarrhea every day I
was very aware that I wasn’t absorbing very good nutrients; I wasn’t keeping my electrolytes up very much; I
was very dehydrated all the time; I was very worried about that. But what I didn’t know is that you’re also at
a high risk for something called fissure hemorrhoids. And back when I was sick things got so bad that one day
I was just going through my normal day, I was on second shift at work at that point when I was working in the
automotive factory and doing engineering stuff so I didn’t go to work yet, it was like noon. And I sat down to
have my usual diarrhea. I think that was probably my fourth or fifth bowel movement that day. And I looked
down and I watched the toilet bowl fill up with bright red blood. And I got to tell you this was one of the most
frightening moments in my life. My heart was pounding; I felt like my stomach was stuck in my throat; I started
sweating; I thought I was going to pass out. I didn’t know what to do. I was crying and I called my girlfriend at
the time, who ended up becoming my wife, and she rushed home from work to pick me up but it took her 20
minutes to get there. So I sat there just kind of flushing the toilet and freaking out, sweating and heart racing.
And by the time she got there 20 minutes later I still had bright red blood dripping down in the toilet. And
she’s like I’m taking you to the ER.
And without even thinking twice she opened up the cabinet and she got out some of her Maxi pads and put
them in my underwear and helped me get up and helped me walk to the car and we went to the ER and I spent
the day in the hospital. And that was one of the most humbling, frightening, weirdest moments of my life.
That was when things got real for me. And what they found was a massive fissure hemorrhoid tear. And these
are the hemorrhoids that are up inside your body rather than the typical ones that are on the outside of the
anus. And they pumped me full of meds and they gave me anti-inflammatory suppositories, all those things
that you’ve probably had if you’re on this call. And you might be asking me why am I telling you this, but the
reason I’m sharing this story is because back when I was having diarrhea every day, and for years after that,
that fissure hemorrhoid would just bleed and bleed and bleed a couple of times a week and there was nothing
I could do about it. And it wasn’t until I finally stopped my diarrhea and had been stopped for a while that I
haven’t had that thing bleed in years. And I’m really proud of that fact. But I’ve got to be honest, I really didn’t
like having bright red blood pouring out of my rear. And it’s one of the scariest things I’ve ever experienced,
and especially when it was happening multiple times a week for a long time.
So, later on in this call we’re going to talk about these short-term and long-term strategies to perfect your
poops so you’re not having diarrhea. And we’re going to share many of the things that I use to this day to
make sure I don’t have diarrhea. But the bottom line is if you’re not having perfect poops as we described
in these four qualities, you need to use those to track how things are improving so you can avoid things like
fissure hemorrhoids that I had to experience and other issues that go along with that. And if you’re not
tracking your poop, start doing it right now. It’s very important.
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So, let’s keep moving on. What causes diarrhea? I’ve got kind of a hit list here. And they’re probably a lot of
things that you’ve heard. But alternately there’s a lot of different things that can cause diarrhea and that’s
the important message here is that diarrhea is not a singular thing, it has multiple triggers. It could be in one
person that one thing is triggering the diarrhea and in another person ten things are combining to trigger
the diarrhea. And so when you’re talking about how do you stop diarrhea it’s important to think about the
things that cause or trigger diarrhea. And the list goes on and on but it’s things like inflammatory bowel
diseases, inflammatory diet foods like grains or industrial seed oils, too much sugar consumption. It could be a
simple intolerance to particular foods such as food coloring or milk. It could be the fact that you’re having fat
malabsorption. It could be that you’re eating or consuming too much fiber if you’re taking supplements like
Metamucil. It could be poor enzyme production, low stomach acid production, emotional stress, hormonal
issues like thyroid or adrenal issues. It could be a gut infection like parasites like Giardia or Cryptosporidium,
bacterial infections like Campylobacter or Shigella. C. diff is another common infection that you’ve probably
heard of that causes a lot of diarrhea in people. Even some viral infections can cause diarrhea as well, chronic
viral infections. It could be small intestinal bacterial overgrowth. You could have heavy metal toxicity or other
toxins built up in your body. It could be issues with you with your neurotransmitters being over expressed or
under expressed, things like serotonin or dopamine. Remember, there are a lot of receptors for serotonin and
dopamine in the gut as opposed to just in the brain. It could be a lack of exercise or you could be over training
or over exercising that’s causing a lot of diarrhea. A lot of us were not breast-fed babies; we were C-section
babies. That can also be a cause for this type of thing. Chronic antibiotic use over time, and even some
medications like blood pressure and antacid medications that contain magnesium can cause a lot of diarrhea.
So, ultimately there’s a lot of variables here; there’s a lot of triggers. And as we go through these - I mean
back when I was sick I had probably seven of these. And maybe you have more than one. But ultimately the
strategies we’re going to give you in a little bit are going to help address taking away the most common triggers
and then addressing a lot of the root causes like these gut infections we’re talking about.
So, I’m going to kick it back over to Steve as we keep rolling here and have him start to talk about why diarrhea
is bad and then help us transition into what are we going to do about it.
Steve: Thanks Jordan. So, Jordan has just gone through a lot about what could be the potential causes for
your diarrhea and talked a little bit about how to begin to track your stool. So, as you begin to – as we begin
to get actually into the action steps today, which is coming up in just a little bit here, you’re going to really
want to use that tracking tool because as you implement multiple tools with your doctor over time things can
get confusing. And so you can always keep coming back to the how’s my body feeling and what’s my body’s
output look like. And so those are very important things and that’s why we always try to cover poop and
tracking poop.
So, if you’re on this call I kind of know that you know diarrhea sucks. And the questions that everyone
submitted, which we really appreciate, definitely spoke to a group of you who were having chronic diarrhea
multiple times a day, very much like Jordan was having. And in case you don’t know this is why you should be
working with a doctor. The first thing is that diarrhea is causing dehydration. So, you can lose up to a gallon of
water each day through your bowels, and obviously that’s a variant. You can’t ever pick on an average, but in
general you can lose a lot of fluids. And definitely the more water you have and the more of these movements
you’re having you’re going to have more water loss. Well, it’s not just water that’s coming out in the stool,
it’s also salt and minerals such as sodium, chloride and potassium. Now, without getting too wu-wu, it is true
from eastern medicine like the really far eastern medicine people like to talk about this a lot that our bodies
are really electrical fields and everything in our body works through electricity. And the best conductor, one
of the best conductors in the whole world is electrolytes in water, so metals and water. And so that’s why
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having enough fluids and having enough minerals and electrolytes is so important. And you could actually die
if you don’t have enough water or you don’t have enough of these electrolytes. And so if you’re having chronic
diarrhea you’re typically going to be fighting this dehydration and this electrolyte loss on a regular basis. And
so you’re going to want to take steps to help with that in the interim before you get everything solidified.
So, over time if this has been going on for a long time I think it’s important to point out that that means you’ve
been poorly absorbing your food. So, even if you’re investing in the highest quality animal products, eating
wild caught seafood, taking your cod liver oil or whatever you decided to take supplement wise, eating a ton of
just organic amazing fruits and vegetables, you have to keep doing that, and I don’t want you to change that,
but I do need to let you know that you’re not absorbing all of the vitamins and minerals. I mean there’s no way
for us to know if you’re only loosing five percent or if you’re losing 50 percent. But I can tell you that watching
Jordan go through four years of straight diarrhea he had extreme sort of wasting going on. He was not getting
the nutrients he needed and that’s where he lost close to 60 pounds I believe and was having a hard time with
energy and all these different fatigue syndromes. A lot of that was just due to poor absorption from his food
over that long of a period of time. So, that’s where supplements come in handy and we’ll be talking about
that in a little bit. But it’s just worthwhile to know that you’re going to want to replace all those lost nutrients,
depending on how long you’ve had this issue.
So, diarrhea really is a serious thing. It’s actually the second leading cause of death in children worldwide.
And so it’s not a good idea for you to just do this by yourself; you should really have some practitioner support,
some sort of consultant support on this and a doctor. For those of you who maybe are just frustrated every
once in a while, I do want to let you know that sort of what’s very typical if you work in health for long enough
and you hear enough stories of people getting sick is that a lot of people, like myself, will report to you a slow
progression of loose stools every once in a while to loose stools all the time, to diarrhea every once a while
to diarrhea all the time. And then a lot of times people will start getting hospitalized and that’s when we get
into inflammatory bowel diseases and things like that. Now that doesn’t happen to everyone, but it’s worth
mentioning that if you’re only experiencing this every once in a while you should take it just as serious as
somebody like Jordan who’s having it every day.
Okay, so with that said, that overview said, we’re going to transition into what do you do about this now. What
I’d like to do is I’d like to lay out sort of an outline for you and then we’ll dive into the details so you know
what’s coming up. The big picture of treating diarrhea or getting rid of diarrhea, in our opinion, starts with a
few steps. The first step is the habits for life phase. And this is basically - these are habits that will hold you
back from fixing your diarrhea regardless of what you’re doing with your diet or supplements or something
else. Like if you don’t have these habits dialed in they can prevent you from stopping the diarrhea, and if you
dial the habits in and then you fix your diarrhea but you let these habits slide later in life, it’s highly likely that’s
when the diarrhea will come back and you’ll get sick again. So, that’s why it’s called the habits for life phase.
They’re just things to work on right now and for the rest of your life and know that they’re just that, they’re
practices. They’re things you work at and every year I get a little better at them. Jordan gets a little better at
them. Everybody who focuses on them gets a little bit better. It’s not something you just flip a light switch and
it changes. But it’s very important that we focus there first.
The next step after we dial in some of the habits is short-term stop your diarrhea intervention phase. So, this
is where if the habits for life don’t slow down your bowel movements you need to get in there right away
because I just mentioned all the bad side effects of diarrhea, we need to get in there as soon as we can and use
some specific strategies to try to go ahead and stop the diarrhea. Now lastly the last step, sort of the final or
long-term is kind of not the right word but more like medium-term is the functional medicine phase. And this
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is after you’ve worked on your habits, after you’ve firmed up your bowel movements using certain strategies,
then the goal is how can you get as healthy as possible; how can you make sure that whatever caused the
diarrhea you find what caused it in the first place; you eradicate it; you fix it; you replace the nutrients you lost,
whatever it is, whatever toll it’s taking on your body up until this point we go ahead, figure out the root causes
and turn that around. And so we’re going to go through, in that functional medicine phase, how to work with
a functional medicine provider, a blueprint that you can take and use with them or use with your doctor who
maybe isn’t familiar with functional medicine yet.
So, before we get into the habits for life phase, I just kind of want to let you know that my story and my battle
with diarrhea was one in which it was that slow progression in which over time I didn’t know my health was
eroding out from underneath of me, it was just getting worse and worse until one day I was in my fraternity
back in college when I was really trying to not be healthy and lots of stress, lots of a crappy food and lots of
drinking and I would always be on the toilet having very aggressive diarrhea and I would come back to my
room, and when you live with like 50 different people you realize that sometimes your habits are like weird
compared to everybody else’s. And I was living with some people at the time, some guys and I was just
like dumbfounded. I’m like you guys are running to the bathroom too? That’s weird. I normally have that
issue. And it kind of started to dawn on me like whoa, not everybody lives life like this. And of course my
story progresses and I would say as far as my most embarrassing diarrhea story, at one point in 2009 I was in
Chicago; I worked down in the loop in the high-rises of Chicago doing consulting work and I had a suit on and
I’d ride the bus in from just upstate, not upstate but just up the road a little bit because I lived just a little north
of there. And I was on the really packed commuter bus and I had that urgency problem. And it’s not like you
can stop an end-to-end commuter bus just because you have the urgency. And so I tried my best to hold it in
and of course I didn’t hold it all in and basically I ended up sharting myself in my suit and then I had to go to my
office, which was - I could have taken a cab back to my house but that would have been 30 minutes the other
way. So I just went up to the office and went and hit out in the bathroom and cleaned myself up and cleaned
my clothes up and waited for them to dry. And that was a really embarrassing day, a very embarrassing day for
me.
And so I just want to let you know that when I started to dial in these habits for life and I used one or two
of the short-term interventions I firmed up my diarrhea and I never really have struggled with that since.
Now, it did take longer and it did take some medium-term actual functional medicine to figure out that not
only did I have a bacterial infection called H. pylori, but I had some yeast and gut dysbiosis going on, I had
adrenal fatigue, I had some neurotransmitter imbalances. And once I was able to begin correcting all of those
underlying issues that I had accumulated over years and years of not doing the habits for life that I’m about to
tell you about, since then I haven’t had to use the short-term crutches that we’re going to cover as well. So,
that’s sort of my story of how bad it was for me and how far I’ve come. And just to let you know that we’ve
been there too and the road forward we’re about to pave it for you. And so here we go.
Habits for Life: The goals in this part of the call are we want you to focus in on your food, on your diet, on your
sleep. We want you to focus in and take a look at your exercise, your stress and your well-being. Now, these
areas, these five areas are things that I said. This is going to be a practice for life. You’re always going to be
thinking about your food. Am I eating whole foods? How often am I cheating, am I not cheating? Sweets.
Sometimes you have a baby, sometimes you have a stressful project and so sleep falls away, you don’t get
enough hours but then you make it up later. Same thing with exercise and movement, sometimes you’re
working for athletic goals sometimes you’re not; stress and well-being are the same. So, I’m not expecting you
to change these today, but I want to give you the blueprint for what you, in our opinion, should be working
toward in the long-term. And my guess is that out of these five areas one of them is going to be really not
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dialed in. Like one of them is going to be way outside of whatever I’m about to say and I want you to keep
track, and this is where taking your own notes comes in handy is that I want you to track that. And so when
I’m talking about the different areas, whatever area is sort of like you feel some resistance and some fear rise
up inside of you, that’s the area you need to focus on because it’s likely – what we find is very likely is that
most of you are doing many of these really close to optimal already, but there’s just one limiting factor that’s
really kind of holding you back. And so that’s where I want you to put your focus.
So, let’s dive in. So food wise, we are going to cover some really in-depth nitti-gritties here in a little bit. But in
general, for the way to think about life and food, food is where we get our nutrients; food is where we get our
life blood besides water and fluids. The reality is we want to eat a real-food diet, a nutrient-dense, real-food
diet. And so what does that mean? That means a diet that’s made up of lots of sustainably healthily raised
meats. You know, those are all types of animal products including seafood products. We want to be eating
fruits and vegetables on a daily basis when you can handle them, when your digestive tract is ready to handle
them. Now, if you can eat organically or have access to them, great. You want to be eating plenty of fat as long
as you can tolerate it and you can digest it. So, don’t shy away from fats. What diet templates could you look
at to get some advice about this, if you’re not familiar? These would be things like the Paleo diet, the Specific
Carbohydrate Diet, the GAPS diet or the Weston A. Price Foundation. So, all of these groups basically share
90 percent of the same. And it’s what I’ve just talked about. And I just want to reiterate don’t be afraid of fat;
eat the fat. Don’t be afraid of salt; eat plenty of salt, especially while you’re having diarrhea or if you’re having
some energy issues salt can be a Godsend because of the way it works in the body. And when you eat a real
food diet like that, honestly you’re going to end up reducing your salt intake quite a bit, it’s important to make
sure to use some of it.
In general, people do best it appears, unless you have some sort of brain degeneration going on, with a
moderate carbohydrate approach somewhere between 70 to 300 grams of carbohydrates. You’re going to
find ranges that work best for you based on where you are with your life and what the rest of your goals are.
So, I wouldn’t focus on it too much, just focus on eating the meats, fruits, vegetables, healthy fats, starches
like potatoes and things like that. Other just simple things that you want to always remember, you want to be
eating fermented foods probably on a regular basis. If you can’t tolerate those a great probiotic based on soil
based organisms like Prescript Assist is a great idea. And then of course most people don’t need this, for the
20 percent of you on this call, I don’t know why it always seems like that amount but it’s the 80/20 principal.
There’s 10 to 20 percent of you people listening who need to drink more water. You just need to get it in your
mouth. I don’t know how else to tell you that whether you need a water bottle or maybe you need this new
device called a padlock that shocks you when you don’t do things. Check that out if you’re having trouble with
some like drinking water. But make sure you’re getting adequate water intake throughout the day.
So sleep, sleep is really, really straightforward. Most humans need roughly seven to nine hours of sleep.
How do you know how much sleep you need and how can you track this? Well, how about just journaling or
checking in with yourself and seeing how rested you feel. If you’re not really getting that seven to nine hour
range you’re probably not going to feel super rested. You might have a little brain fog, less creativity, more
snappy, things like that. So, what do you do on days when you’re not getting the amount of sleep you want?
Well, how about stop drinking stimulants after noon. Wherever you live after noon you’re probably going to
get sleepy, especially when you’re dealing with something like diarrhea. Things in your body aren’t working
properly. It’s almost guaranteed that most of you are going to get sleepy in the afternoon. How does 99
percent of the population deal with this? Well, myself included, we consume like coffee or tea or take some
sort of supplement to try to keep us awake during that time period. What I would urge you to do if you could
make this one change it could really help things is take a 20 minute nap. Whenever you feel your body just
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sort of shutting down and you’re like oh my God I need some coffee I’m not going to make it, go hideaway, go
lock yourself in your car with the windows down at the office and take a 20 minute nap. Your body is really
going to thank you.
Moving onto exercise and movement. So, a lot of people really have it beat into their head that they must
exercise on a regular basis, and I hope that we can change that to say that you want to move on a regular basis
because movement is way different than exercise. Movement is just a form of play, it’s a form of moving the
body that you’ve been given - walking, just getting outside and rolling around and having some fun. Exercise is
a very goal-driven endeavor. And so if you’re exercising while you have diarrhea it’s likely that you’re making
the diarrhea worse. It’s very, very easy to over train while you’re not absorbing any nutrients and you’re losing
a lot of electrolytes. So that means no marathons, no half marathons, no CrossFitting, no running 5K’s every
day, it can even mean no HIT training for those of you who are weightlifters or powerlifting. All of that strains
the central nervous system really badly, it depletes neurotransmitters, all the things that you need to heal. If
you’re doing those types of intense exercises you’re typically only going to be contributing to the breakdown
in your body. So, let’s just be real. Right now it’s probably not the best time in your life to be striving for some
sort of athletic exercise endeavor. Give your body a few months to recover from what you’ve been dealing
with and then go do that again. Go do a marathon or CrossFit or whatever it is. Go do that in six months from
now and everything is going to be working out a lot better then.
So, next up is stress. I’m still dealing with plenty of stress on a regular basis. As I said these are not ways in
which we’re trying to make you wrong, these are just practices for life. But I can tell you that most people
who say they’re not stressed, hey I’m not stressed, you’re probably the person who needs stress reduction the
most. Because everything in modern society right now sort of takes advantage of our fight or flight system,
whether it be our email system, our text messages, Facebook, the lights, the driving to work, being at work,
everything is really, in a way, taking advantage of the way we’re wired in order to get us to produce results.
And so that stress in and of itself, and I’m not even talking about if you’re in a really abusive relationship or
you’re struggling with a spouse, you’re struggling to take care of a loved one maybe, that’s a whole other level
of stress. What I’m saying is that, in general, stress is not going away. You have stress; we all have stress and
you need to at least have one thing you’re doing every day that begins to lower it. If you get more advanced
with this later maybe you’ll add several of these things, but in general try to have at least one. So, try to
at least journal about your experience every day. Get grateful for it. Try to find at least three things you’re
grateful for. Maybe you do yoga on a regular basis, it doesn’t have to be a full yoga class, and I’m definitely not
hoping that you’re doing sculpt yoga because sculpt yoga goes up in the exercise area. That’s not what yoga
was designed for. Some sort of meditation, some sort of breathing exercises, play can really relax stress. So,
anything like that that lowers stress please try to be doing that on a regular basis.
So, lastly well-being and sort of where you’re at. What are some things you can be doing here? Well, it’s
really hard sometimes to be like okay with where you’re at, especially when you have a lot of diarrhea and a
lot of pain going on. But what you can do is just acknowledge that your well-being and your emotional health
is playing a role in this issue and it’s part of how to stay healthy and happy in the long-run. So, while it might
be really hard for you to like “be the picture of happiness” right now, I don’t want you to be something you’re
not; I’m not encouraging that and I think that in a way it’s kind of like a false idol. You can begin to spend more
time in the community. You can interact with humans more. I feel like we’re really missing the connection
these days. We’re not having intimate conversations with people anymore. And maybe that’s even too far for
you. Maybe the best thing you can do right now is go for a 15-minute walk downtown and smile at people and
say hello. Just smile and say hello. You’d be surprised how their energy and your energy is going to change
you.
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So, sort of focus in on connection, focus in on touch. If you’re not in a supportive relationship where you can
have someone to hug and just tell you that it’s okay, go get a massage. I do it all the time. It’s great. Just
having a human sort of touch you and massage you and give their energy to you can really help you in this
well-being area. The other thing is that I just want to encourage you to trust in the process. If you’re working
your butt off to live a good life and to handle your health, trust in the process and don’t stop taking action
because it’s going to happen for you. I know it will.
Lastly, sometimes I know this has actually happened to me more than once in the last six years, I had forgotten
what makes me happy. Like honestly just forgot. Like I’ve had conversations with Jordan, Jordan I don’t
remember what it’s like to be happy. I don’t know what I used to do. And so if you’re in that state, try to make
a list; think about things you used to do. Maybe it was gardening, maybe it was watching funny movies or
standup comedians or go into nature and do things or play a sport or something. Try to think about that list
and try to make sure that every week you’re doing one or two things that really is something that’s made you
happy in the long-run and it’s going to continue to make you happy.
Okay, so that was kind of a deep dive into sort of the long-term approach and the five areas to focus in on
the long-term approach. So, again that’s food, sleep, movement, stress and your well-being. And one of
those was probably really triggering when I talked about it. Maybe it was two. What I don’t want you to do
is get information overwhelm and try to get perfect in all of those areas all at the same time. It’s impossible.
Psychology research shows us that you will fail if you try to like bight off ten different new habits all in the
same month. So instead, focus in on one or two that sounded kind of fun or kind of scary but you know where
that fear is coming from is just because it will be really beneficial to you and go after that over the next 30
days. Alright Jordan, I’m going to take a drink of water here and I’m going to let you take this next section.
Jordan: Thanks. Yeah. And we really kind of gave you the vitamins or we gave you the vegetables before
the desert here. The next section I’m going to go through here is the five-day stop your diarrhea plan. And
this is the dramatic intervention phase. And that’s really what probably most people on this call struggling
with diarrhea want to hear. But we really needed to give you the vegetables before the desert there. And it’s
important because I will tell you that, like Steve said, there’s probably one or more things on that list that you
don’t have handled in your life right now. If you only eat gluten-free and you’re still eating all other grains,
then you need to get that handled. If you’re cheating once a week, you have a cheat day on Sundays, you
need to get that handled. If you’re doing CrossFit or training for a marathon and still having diarrhea, you
need to get that handled. The thing is I’m telling you when I was sick I was still trying to lift weights and I was
still thinking that I would do a bodybuilding competition some day and at the time my girlfriend was talking
about we should try to do a Tough Mudder together and stuff like that. And it never occurred to me that I
shouldn’t be doing those things because I was having raging diarrhea every day. And I will tell you that I still
have damage, I still have some scar tissue on my right chest muscle, my pectoral muscle from when I just had
raging inflammation and autoimmunity and diarrhea every day and I was wasting away and I was still trying to
lift weights and bench press and couldn’t figure out why I wasn’t able to lift more weights. I still have physical
damage to the right pectoral muscle just because I was overdoing it when I was sick. So, take those vegetables
that we just gave you pretty seriously and make sure that you address at least one or two of those things on
that foundational list that you’re not currently getting handled in your life.
And then let’s move on. Let’s share our five-day point plan. This five-day plan was born many, many years ago.
And we initially gave it out to people like in a beta test for free and it was just kind of an email series. And we
had people try this out for five days. And it was kind of a modification of the SCD Intro Diet that we took to
the next level, we added some layers, we added some supplements and we got some results with it and we
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were really excited about it. We’ve tested it for years. We’ve tested it in our Flare Support Program. We took
it to the next level in our Solving Leaky Gut Program, but this five-day protocol you guys is the crown jewel
of our testing over the years. And this works if you follow it. But I have some caveats or asterisks of course.
Everybody is a little different. And if this doesn’t work for you, you need to continue to keep tweaking it and
making some subtle shifts. There is a lot of fats that goes along with this five-day protocol and some people
really don’t tolerate fat that well and that’s the number one reason why we want you to take some enzymes
with this protocol. But it’s important that you understand that sometimes if you’re still having diarrhea on this
protocol you might be needing to tweak your fats a little bit.
The other thing is if you’re still having some problems on this protocol there might be a deeper root cause
that’s causing your diarrhea. For example, C. diff infection, which this protocol could certainly help, but
ultimately we need to find out if you have that infection and kill it before your diarrhea is really going to
stop. And we’ll get to that more when we talk about the functional medicine phase. But this protocol is
effective; it’s been tested; it’s been shown to work on a lot of people over the years. So, our goal with this is
to drastically reduce your urgency, improve your quality of life and stop the diarrhea triggers. And the two
really core aspects that we talked about are, again one, this really dramatic change in a diet. So it’s kind of like
a reset diet. It removes all the primary diarrhea triggers and has instead that you eat this secret weapon, this
chicken soup. And then it also brings in those digestive enzymes which we talked about will help break down
fats and nutrients that your body desperately needs right now.
So, if you’re following along with me in the handout, which went out in email and you’ll also be able to
download it on the download page later, this handout has the five-day protocol laid out. It also has the fiveday meal plan that goes with it. Again, this has been tested but a lot of people do tweak it and customize it a
little bit to work for them and that’s fully okay. But just make sure you’re following the core along with me as I
go through this.
So, day one is all about removing these food triggers and getting enzymes. So, this is day one where you’re
going to start the new meal plan. And we’re going to focus on food and the enzymes. In the handout, you’ll
find the actual directions on how to make the chicken soup. We got the recipe for you there. You might want
to actually make the chicken soup the day before you start. So, let’s say if you’re going to start tomorrow you
might want to get all the ingredients and make the chicken soup today. But the goal here is to remove specific
foods and start the digestive enzymes. And those two things alone can sometimes stop the worst diarrhea or
loose stools. I’m going to tell you that’s what stopped my diarrhea. Years ago when I just started the chicken
soup and just started eating that stuff my diarrhea finally stopped. And I had been gluten-free for years but
that didn’t do anything like the chicken soup did. It’s really like your secret weapon. And homemade chicken
soup is this anti-inflammatory really delicious soup. It’s easy on your stomach. It’s a nutritious way of getting
nutrients into your body right now. It’s going to bring in the nutrients from the bones, the collagen, the
ligaments, and if for some reason you don’t have the equipment to use the full bird or something like that,
then please use like six pounds of bone-in chicken thighs so you still get that bone and collagen and ligament
aspect of it. You’ll still get more flavor and extra nutrients versus using just chicken breast. And don’t use
store-bought chicken soups. They aren’t prepared in this way; they don’t have all the great nutrients and they
usually have like crap in it like MSG or even sometimes gluten.
When it comes to digestive enzymes, if you already have some in the house please start taking them with the
chicken soup. That’s really important. But not all enzyme products are created equally. Most make sense in
theory but it’s our experience in the last five years that it’s rarely the case. So, if you haven’t tried the brand
or dosage that we recommend I strongly urge you to give them a shot. I just can’t believe how much digestive
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enzymes can really just dramatically improve people’s bowel movements just by switching a supplement or
maybe taking one more per meal. For example, two instead of one. So, if you haven’t gotten enzymes yet get
them ordered so they’re on the way. If you already have them you’ll want to start them on day one. If you can
find some at a local store even better. We’ve got some links and stuff inside the handout itself to be able to
order some if you need them. But ultimately it’s really important that you get the enzymes to your house as
soon as possible. So, day one is all about just let’s do the reset food, let’s get the chicken soup going, let’s get
the enzymes going.
Day two really dives in on the new diet. And so switching to this new way of eating can really be a major shift
for a lot of people, even if you’ve already done the SCD Intro Diet. It requires some new shopping skills and
some new cooking skills. So, today it’s really about focusing on following the meal plan and then making sure
that you’re getting enough electrolytes in your body. And again, if you don’t have the enzymes yet get them
as soon as possible. Now, on day two some people when they switch to this diet they start to feel things like
fatigue or headaches or chills or some people even have diarrhea increase for a bit or they’ll have joint aches
or uneasiness. And some people call this type of a reaction die off. And it’s important to know that when you
make a drastic change in your diet your body has to switch a lot of internal processes to be able to handle this
new way of living. Sometimes when this switch happens you kind of temporarily feel worse. And if that’s you
that’s okay. It doesn’t mean it’s not working yet. Drink lots of water, plan for extra sleep, nap if you need to,
stay home from work. I will tell you that the people that have really good success on this plan day one to be a
Saturday. So, they start day one on Saturday, they start day two an a Sunday and then say you have to go back
to work on day three a lot of times they’re doing a lot better. If you’re having this die-off type reaction just
make sure you sleep and hydrate and get that electrolyte drink going. It’s very important for health and wellbeing. If you’re having regular diarrhea, if you’ve been having it for a long time like I did you could be really
low in your electrolytes. It’s important to have enough of those in your body. It could even be the thing that
makes you start to make you feel better. So, in the handout we provide you some specific directions on how to
make an electrolyte drink that can really help you out. We’ve got the recipe there for you.
Now, day three is all about reducing and addressing your stress. So, the number one thing that we want you
to do on day three, of course you’re going to continue to follow the meal plan. We’ve got that laid out for
you step-by-step. You’re going to continue the enzymes so none of that changes. Day three is really about
introducing a new aspect to your day, which is to take an Epsom salt bath. So, it’s another tool to help your
digestive tract. And when you’re stressed physically and emotionally or mentally your body is in what’s
known as the fight or flight mode. And a lot of people, I’ve probably told you this, you’ve probably heard this
before, it’s called the sympathetic nervous system. When your body is in this sympathetic nervous system
mode it turns off the digestion by drawing blood away from the digestive organs and actively turns off things
like stomach acid production, which you need. So, if we want to have great digestion you need to create a
life in which we’re switching back to the parasympathetic mode or the rest and digest mode. This is the total
opposite of the fight or flight mode and it’s the mode we want the body to be in to allow you to digest properly
and to relax and to allow your bowels to have a little bit of a cooling off period and repair itself. This is when
healing begins. So today, again, you’re going to continue in day three to follow the diet plan, continue to drink
the electrolyte drinks, but the third day you’re going to introduce an Epsom salt bath. And we’ve got that
fantastic article How to Take Epic Epsom Salt Baths. And we get tons of people visiting every day just to read
that article.
And I will tell you I used to take these multiple times a week when I was really sick and now I take them as a
stress reduction tool that I use along with massages to take care of my body and I’ll typically do one a week or
every other week if I forget. But during this period of time when you’re doing this protocol keep taking these,
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even every day through day five and then continue to take them a couple times a week.
Day four is if you had to order the digestive enzymes, they probably hopefully got there at that point in time
so we strongly recommend that you start the enzymes. If you haven’t yet by day four find a way to get them.
And the way to really introduce them is to take one pill at the end of your first major meal. So, let’s say that’s
breakfast or lunch, you’re going to take one with that first major meal. And if you think your digestion was
improved then try to take two pills at your next meal. And stay at two pills per meal for at least a day and just
see how you feel and if your poops start to firm up a little bit. After that you could test upping the amount of
pills depending on the brand you take. For example, a lot of people take Digest Gold. We found that that’s a
pretty good brand but sometimes people needed to take three or four per meal in that case then some other
brands. So, we want to let you know that I reacted and really struggled with digestive enzymes when I started
them. And it was a very painful process for me. I had a lot of stomach irritation. And it’s a small percentage
of people, I’ve talked to some practitioners about this but it can happen. And if it does, what I did in the
beginning is I would cut a capsule. I would open a capsule up and I would try a smaller dosage like a quarter of
a pill. And I would stay at a quarter of a pill, I had to do it for about a week until the irritation went away. And I
called that irritation “the stomachache of death.” It was just miserable. So, if you have that experience, you’re
not alone, a small percentage of people, just start slow at a quarter of a pill and work your way up. And always
talk to a medical practitioner and get specific advice if you start to have a lot more problems with that.
Now, day five is an important day. Day five is when we’re going to talk about low stomach acid. Now, if you’ve
been following us for a long time you’ve probably heard us talk a lot about this because low stomach acid is
a straight up epidemic in this world right now. Having too much stomach acid is an extremely rare situation.
There are some rare medical conditions where people have too much stomach acid but it is extremely rare.
Most people have low stomach acid. And there’s a lot of different reasons for that. Stress can suppress your
stomach acid, infections like H. pylori can suppress your stomach acid, also being in the sympathetic fight or
flight state all day like we talked about can suppress your stomach acid. But it’s important to know that this
whole idea of PPI medications, Zantac, those over-the-counter types of medications that suppress stomach
acid are actually doing the wrong thing. You don’t have GERD or acid reflux because you have too much
stomach acid. That’s beginning to be shown as not true. Most people have low stomach acid and it creates a
lot of intra-abdominal pressure, which forces a little bit of stomach acid up into that throat of yours and that
just burns like crazy.
So, why is this important? Why we spent a whole day of this protocol talking to you about stomach acid and
making sure that you check it. It’s important to know that by day five you need to continue on the diet plan,
focus on the enzymes, but I want you to be looking at low stomach acid and understanding whether or not it
might be an issue for you. It’s very common for people who have diarrhea or loose stools. Without proper
stomach acid levels it become hard to control the speed of your digestion, and here’s why: the digestive
process flows downstream from the stomach and it’s chiefly controlled by pH level changes. So, when the food
or the chyme comes into your stomach, your stomach will typically go up in pH level as the food comes in. And
so the food comes in and it will start to slowly rise as the food comes into your stomach. And your stomach
wants that pH level to be back around a 2. So, you’ll begin to secrete stomach acid and gastric acid to digest
that food and bring that pH level back down to around a 2. In a normal healthy person, that process happens
in about an hour or two, when the level gets back around 2 the body will naturally shift the partially digested
food down into the small intestine where the pH level actually goes back up when bile salts are released and
things like fat and the enzymes can do their job at the perfect pH. All the food gets broken down and you
absorb the nutrients and the pH level again will change once it does from the small intestine to the colon. But
the whole process flip-flops the pH level and it’s like a very perfect dance. And if the pH level is wrong in the
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stomach it’s going to be wrong in the small intestines and the enzymes aren’t going to be working right, the
bile salts aren’t going to be released properly, the food is not going to be absorbed and broken down properly.
Bottom line you don’t digest your food very well. And what I’m telling you right now is that if the pH is wrong
in your stomach and you’re not producing enough stomach acid to break down that food and bring that pH
level back down to where it needs to be, the body doesn’t ship it to the small intestine at the right time, low
stomach acid could cause diarrhea just as fast as it can cause constipation so don’t think it’s only one or the
other. If you have any digestive problems you need to rule out low stomach acid or address it.
I got to tell you that Betaine HCl was a supplement that I took for low stomach acid and it changed my life in a
day, in 24 hours. It was a magic pill for me. And there’s three different tests that you can do to find out if you
have low stomach acid that we’ve put into the handout for you. These are also available on our blog. Read
through them all. Not all tests are created equal. In this case, the more time and money you invest the better
the results are going to be. Most people don’t want to shell out a lot of money to get these kinds of tests so
it’s important to read through the tests and understand which ones are going to be right for you. It’s important
for you to also know that NSAIDs and corticosteroids increase the risk of ulcers in the stomach. And if you
combine that with Betaine HCl supplementation there’s an increased risk of gastritis. So, if you’ve been on
NSAIDs or corticosteroids for a long period of time it’s important to talk to a doctor before testing out Betaine
HCl.
But if you have a positive test result from the test that we put into the handout, it’s time to start testing
Betaine HCl and day five is all about testing Betaine HCl to get your stomach acid levels where they need to
be. If I had to guess, I’d say 80 to 90 percent of the people that we’ve worked with over the years have low
stomach acid. Bottom line: many, many people benefit from supplementing with Betaine HCl, and a lot of
times it can change constipation or diarrhea literally over night, but it’s a very custom process so please make
sure you reference the handout and go through the specific steps for supplementing with betaine HCL and that
you do it right, you start slow and you work your way up.
Now, there’s really like a day six that’s not really included in the five days, but day six is kind of what do you do
next. And this is where you want to move to create your custom diet and slowly introduce new foods. So let’s
talk about that a little bit. If your diarrhea is under control by day six, the next step for you is to really create
your custom diet that’s going to keep your diarrhea turned off. And some people do this immediately and they
see their symptoms come back. And it’s really important for you to know what to do. For other people, the
diarrhea doesn’t come back and they don’t have any issues. If your symptoms come back as soon as you start
introducing new foods, then pull back your diet diversity back to the day five meal plan. If you have a reaction,
it’s typically because the vegetables have caused you to flare up or you’re eating too many fibrous vegetables
for those types of things. So, we’re trying to build what we call a food safe zone here. And your food safe zone
is typically a group of foods that consist of meats, like five to seven fruits, five to seven vegetables that you can
eat, along with some healthy fats, and have no symptoms. And so to find this food safe zone you want to take
the foundational diet from day five of the meal plan and then use the three-day rule to introduce a new fruit or
a vegetable and see how well you tolerate it. Make sure you cook it well and test it over the next three days.
And as long as your symptoms don’t come back, that food falls into your food safe zone and it’s okay. Over the
next few weeks your gut is going to keep healing and your diet hopefully will continue to get more diverse as
you test more of these foods and bring them into your safe zone.
But for anybody who hasn’t gotten the diarrhea to stop by day five, hang in there, keep eating a diet close
to day four or five where everything is fully cooked, make sure you’ve tried up to four digestive enzymes
with your meals and you’ve tested the Betaine HCl. And if you’ve done all of those things and you still have
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diarrhea, it’s not a lost cause. It doesn’t mean that you’re not going to be able to stop your diarrhea, just hang
with us because you’ve done all that stuff and you’ve followed the plan. The next step is to go to work on the
functional medicine phase of stuff. We’ve also got a couple little advanced acute phase tips for you today too.
So, if you follow this plan and you’re just not where you’d like to be, just hang in there. We’ve still got a couple
tricks for you up the sleeve that have been really effective for us over the years. But there’s probably a couple
other root causes going on that are triggering your diarrhea. So, I’m going to kick it back over to Steve and he’s
going to walk through some of these advanced acute phase tactics that we’ve got available to you as well.
Steve: Yeah. Thanks Jordan. That again was another big intense section and kind of dawned on me Jordan
that we’re trying to teach about ten hours worth of content in two and a half here. So, I just want to take a
minute here. Everybody take a deep breath, kind of get re-centered. Jordan just shared some, you know, he
walked you through the handout there. He really shared some powerful strategies and basically the system
that we’ve created for anybody who wanted to work with us one-on-one. Most people would do that and
then not need to work with us. So, it’s a very powerful protocol, but it doesn’t work all the time. Like we said
in the beginning we can’t guarantee anything; nothing works all the time. And so we’ve got some advanced
tactics in here that can be the difference maker for you.
So, let’s take a deep breath, big breath in and out. All right. So, let’s get into these advanced tactics and then
we’re going to move on to the mid-term stuff. So, first up in the advanced tactics is Low Dose Naltrexone.
Low Dose Naltrexone is a prescription drug so you’re going to need to be working with that doctor that we
keep talking about. And as far as I’m concerned I would – I think it’s probably the most holistically beneficial
prescription drug I’ve ever read about. And I’m not a pharmacist, I shouldn’t be considered somebody who’s
read about every drug out there. But typically in most drugs, anything that’s classified as a drug, there’s quite
a curve of effects. And those effects sometimes are on the good side, sometimes are on the bad side. Low
Dose Naltrexone, a little different than Naltrexone, which I’ll talk about in a second, happens to be almost all
positive effects. Some people who take it do have some difficulty sleeping, a little bit of nightmares but you
can typically reduce the dosage and still get the same effect over a longer period of time. So, it is a really cool
breakthrough that is only still in its infancy. Actually Jordan and I were teaching about this back in 2011 in our
advanced course. We did a SCD advanced course back then. We were teaching about LDN way back then. The
information on the Internet, the amount of studies out on LDN has I would say multiplied ten times since 2011.
It’s now 2015. But it is still really hard sometimes to find a doctor who even knows what the heck it is.
So, LDN comes from Naltrexone, which was typically approved in 50mg doses by the FDA in 1984; it was
developed to be a blocker of the opioid receptors in the brain and this was to help with getting people off of
heroin and and for opium addicts. So, the pharmaceutical industry was trying to help that group of people;
they came up with Naltrexone and that helps basically when you take those drugs you don’t get high anymore
and you’ll not be able to get any of the beneficial sort of high that you get from using some sort of drug like
that. Luckily, some doctor started playing around with it about ten years ago or so and they realized that if
they cut the dose by ten times or less, so down to the 4mg to up to the about 4.5mg, but as I mention some
people can get good results at like 2mg, that they would not sort of steal your ability to feel happiness or feel
pleasure, and instead they could help the body regulate the immune system and lower inflammation. So,
that’s how LDN is being used by physicians now for all types of chronic diseases. You take it at night before
bed at a low dosage, typically below 4.5mg, and most people will start with a smaller dosage around 1.5 or
2 and slowly work up to that range just to avoid effects that you are not wanting. And LDN has been proven
to help regulate and raise T Reg cells. So, T Regulatory cells are part of the immune system that balance both
sides of your immune system. So, in cases like autoimmune disease typically one side of your immune system
is really triggered and it’s dominating the other side and that’s part of what’s happening with the autoimmune
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reaction. So, if you have a lot more T reg cells you can typically begin to balance that.
It also lowers inflammation body-wide and it helps protect the brain from damage. And there’s a whole host
of other awesome cool benefits and you can read exactly how it works in the body with the two links that are
provided in your handout. But just so you know, it has been studied and it works extremely well for all types
of chronic diseases: Celiac disease, Crohn’s, Ulcerative Colitis, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Autism Spectrum
Disorder, Parkinson’s and they even use it in HIV and cancer patients (at least some physicians do).
So, if you are even somebody with IBS and you’re in this group of people, you have any autoimmune condition,
it is extremely cheap and totally worth your while to find a physician who might allow you to do like a sixmonth or nine-month test with LDN. Because typically most people that we’ve talked to - they say that there’s
like fast responders and slow responders and some people need to be on it for at least six months or longer.
But again, do your own research and check out the information we provided there and talk with your doctor.
So, that’s kind of like a no-brainer prescription in my opinion if you’re dealing with these issues. If LDN and
the sort of stop your diarrhea acute phase that Jordan walked through this are still not getting the job done,
there’s one more advanced tactic that has been extremely powerful for some of our consulting clients. And
once again we really urge you to use this as information that you talk through with your doctor. Fortunately
or unfortunately you can get access to all the products that we’ve given you links to - this anti-inflammatory
supplement stack that I’m about to walk you through. Again, please be careful. We are trying to give you the
latest and greatest information we can and we just want to give you the knowledge that you should be working
with somebody and that this is not medical advice.
So, anyways curcumin. If you haven’t heard of it it’s probably the most active ingredient in the spice turmeric.
And the whole root of the turmeric is really a wonderful herb, a wonderful spice that you should be hopefully
incorporating in your cooking if you can. But when you take curcumin out of it and you give it in higher
doses to pretty much any condition that you can search in Pub Med, you’ll find beneficial studies. I mean
the studies are just - it’s amazing. It’s kind of like a wonder-supplement. I hate to ever call something like a
super-food or super-supplement, but curcumin, in my opinion, is about as close to that as you can get. Some
people will react to it. Your G.I. tract might be too inflamed. You might be using too much of it so it is not a
complete wonder supplement, but it’s pretty amazing with its ability to lower inflammation and just help with
antioxidants and all kinds of other things in the body. So, once again I’m not going to go into the scientific
details. If you’re somebody who really needs that stuff, we’ve included some quick summary links where you
can get a quick like 20 studies or so that you can go search and download and review. And of course you can go
to Pub Med and search either one of these.
So, the next herb that’s part of this stack is boswellia. And bosweilla is not as studied as curcumin but more
and more studies are coming out every year; it’s extremely powerful and very anti-inflammatory as well.
We’ve used these two in conjunction with the protocols below, which have really helped these people who
are having high amounts of inflammation, especially those with inflammatory bowel diseases or any sort of
other high inflammation states and the diarrhea is not stopping. So, that’s when you’re going to want to start
one of these anti-inflammatory stacks. Start with the phase 1, do not assume you should go to phase 2. I
just mentioned that some people, the active ingredient, not what’s ever in the capsule or what it’s made of
or anything like that, the active ingredient curcumin or boswellia could be aggravating through your tissues
and you might react to it. So, I’d hate for you to try something like this, even with your doctors approval, and
react super negatively because you didn’t listen and you skipped right to phase 2 because you thought you
were special. So, please go to phase 1, phase 2. And what I’d like you to do is start with seven days on phase
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1; you’re going to be taking the curcumin and the boswellia. You’ll see that I went to Thorne Meriva Curcumin
and Pure Encapsulations Boswellia. Those are extremely important products. Please do not deviate from
those products. If you do a little research on curcumin, you’ll realize that curcumin in and of itself, like the
cheaper curcumins that are a lot cheaper than the Thorne are actually extremely poorly absorbed. So, you’re
putting a pill in your body but you’re just going to end up peeing and pooping it out. You’re wasting a bunch of
money. The issue with curcumin is it’s very hard to get it into the body and then into your cells. And so both
the Pure Encapsulations Boswellia and the Thorne Meriva Curcumin have been chosen because they are very
active, they’re very bioavailable and we’ve had good success with these products.
So, if you start on phase 1 and you do not notice a decrease in your inflammation what would a decrease in
your inflammation be like? Well, are your bowel movements decreasing? Are they getting better on the Bristol
Stool Chart? If you’re somebody who’s dealing with skin lesions or skin redness for rosacea or anything like
that, eczema, is that stuff calming down? If you’re somebody who’s dealing with achy joints or swollen ankles
for instance, is that swelling going down? Is the achiness and the pain going down? That’s what you’re looking
to get. If you don’t have a noticeable difference at the end of seven days in these kind of symptom markers
of inflammation, then try phase 2 of the protocol. Basically, you’re going to be doubling the dosages. Please
do not stay on this protocol and definitely both, as you can tell from the research, are extremely typically safe
but there can always be contraindications and it’s never a good idea to always take the same supplements for
an extended period of time. So, I hope that this stack helps you out; I hope the LDN really helps you out. The
stack plus LDN together is super powerful and I am only using a lot of legalese and a lot of warnings because
it’s just a good idea not to play doctor yourself. It’s not because I think these things are in any way near the
line of being risky or anything like that, it’s just trying to get it into your head that when you’re playing with
these types of conditions and diseases it’s really important to have somebody looking out for you.
So, with that being said Jordan, let’s roll onto the functional medicine phase.
Jordan: Alright my friend. And this is an important phase because what ultimately - like I said there’s a lot of
different triggers of diarrhea. And there were a lot of different triggers of my diarrhea over the years that I had
to work through. You know, the five-day protocol it can step in and intervene and work pretty well. But I’ve
got to be honest as somebody who puréed my fruits and vegetables for a year just to keep my diarrhea under
control, it’s really nice when you get those other root causes handled so you can stop doing that. I will tell you
that if you use the five-day protocol and it works really well and then you try to advance out and build your
diet out and you start to have diarrhea again, you probably got some other root causes going on that are also
contributing. If the five-day plan doesn’t work for you that’s okay too. It doesn’t mean it’s not helping, it just
means that it’s not enough and you’ve got some other root causes going on.
Now, the goal with the functional medicine phase is pretty straightforward. We want to find and eradicate
root causes that are contributing to your diarrhea. Many common diarrhea triggers are associated with
deeper root causes that go way beyond diet and supplements, bottom line. So, if you’re somebody who’s
tried SCD, GAPS, Paleo, you’ve tried enzymes, you’ve tried Betaine HCl, you’ve tried a reset diet like we’ve just
shared and you’re still having diarrhea, you likely have one or more of the root causes I’m about to talk to you
about. So, it’s important that you take this section of the program very seriously. We’re going to be talking
about critical tests and critical root causes that you want to be talking with your doctor about. Remember, we
worked with clients one-on-one, almost over 600 clients, and we’ve also been friends with some of the best
functional practitioners in the world for years and we’ve personally worked with them back when we were
sick. And these root causes are a collection of about six of the most common root causes. And I would say
that 80 percent of the people that I worked with one-on-one, that Steve worked with one-on-one, all had one
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or more of these root causes contributing to their chronic illness. And what that means bottom line is that
diet and supplements certainly were helpful; diet and supplements certainly improved symptoms, but diet and
supplements were not enough to reach full health until these root causes got handled. So, our goal with this
section, specifically in the handout, is to give you some talking points to go discuss with your practitioner. If
you don’t have a good practitioner we have a resource available to you at the end of the handout to go click
that link and go find a couple of good practitioners that we’ve personally built relationships with who can help
you and they’re familiar with all of these root causes. Also, if you’re not able to get tests, if you’re somebody
like me, I had a couple practitioners where I begged them to get me certain tests and they wouldn’t order
them for me, we’ve got Direct Labs.com, which we’ve got a link for you in the handout to be able to go get
some of these tests yourself that we’re talking about here in this functional medicine phase. But this is a very
critical phase and for most people, like I said about 80 percent of the people, diet and supplements is not
enough to go to the next level, and it wasn’t enough for me.
My diarrhea stopped after seven days for the first time in years when I switched to the SCD Intro Diet. But like
I said, I could literally only eat about five foods and I had to eat cooked, peeled and puréed apples, cooked,
peeled and puréed cucumbers, by the way they were deseeded too, and that was all I could really eat. And
I cooked and puréed and deseeded and peeled my fruits and vegetables for a year because if I didn’t do that
then I would have loose stools and sometimes diarrhea. And what I’ve noticed is that a lot of times I had
what’s called cyclical diarrhea. So, I would have diarrhea like almost seemed like every Wednesday. And I
finally was working with a practitioner who suggested I get a DNA PCR stool test, which at the time Metametrix
offered it. And it came back positive for a parasite called Strongyloides. And I’ve got to tell you, it was so
nice to see that positive test result; to finally know that I had a reason behind what was going on because
Strongyloides will typically cause really high eosinophil levels on blood tests, which for years I had really high
eosinophil levels on my blood test and it will also cause cyclical diarrhea.
Now, what’s interesting about the parasite Strongyloides is that a lot of these like herbal cleanses and stuff like
that won’t work on this type of a parasite. I had to use an anti-parasitic prescription. And it was like a nuclear
bomb for parasites, which is nice because it leaves your bacteria alone. It’s not like an antibiotic, it’s an antiparasitic and it killed that Strongyloides. And I did a follow-up test 30 days later; I have done a follow-up test
every year after that and it’s been negative the whole time. And I will tell you that my cyclical diarrhea finally
went away when I killed Strongyloides. I can go on and on. My bowel movements didn’t really become perfect
poops until I finally got my hormones handled - adrenal fatigue. These are important aspects to really having
perfect poops. And I will tell you that this whole time that I was working through these things I tracked my
poop and I kept tabs on how things were going and I understood where I had been and where I was headed.
And I share that story with you because it’s really important for you to understand that these root causes are
very common. And while you might get some improvement from the five-day protocol, you might get some
improvement from the advanced acute phase stuff that we just gave you, you might get some improvement
from the foundational stuff, ultimately you need to make sure that you’ve got these root causes handled to
make sure that you’ve got good long-term health ahead of you.
So, let’s dive in. Again, you can follow along in the handout. We’ve got all this stuff detailed out in the
handout. But the first and most important thing that you need to get looked at is gut infections. Gut infections
- our friend Dr. Tom O’Brien found that he had 80 percent of the people on his patient population positive for
gut infections; we saw 80 to 90 percent of our people we worked with positive for gut infections. And there’s
a couple really common gut infections that I want to talk about. We’ve got gut infections that can happen in
the large intestine; those can be parasitic and bacterial infections like we talked about earlier. And in order
to get a test for something in the large intestine you want to do a stool test. And right now a BioHealth 401H
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and DRD Labs DNA-PCR stool testing is fantastic. If you can only afford one get the BioHealth, if you can afford
both do both. They’re two different technologies. BioHealth is a culture technology, DRD Labs is a DNA-PCR
technology that’s going to look for DNA in your stool of certain infections as opposed to growing them in a
lab. Always do two different tests together from two different companies. Ultimately, using two different
technologies can be really reliable when you’re looking at this information.
So, if you’re getting a stool test done typically you’re looking at infections in the large intestine. The caveat to
that is the H in the 401H stands for H. pylori. And in that case you’re looking for the antigen to H. pylori. H.
pylori infections are typically higher up in the body like in the stomach for example, but you’re going to find
the antigen in stool tests. So that’s really important to look at large intestine infections. Parasitic and bacterial
infections are very common. That’s the parasite I had. Strongyloides was found via a DNA-PCR stool test.
Now, if you want to hack the BioHealth tests, typically they have you take four stool samples. So they give you
four vials and you collect a stool sample a day for four days. If you want to hack that a little bit what you can
do so is actually collect eight stool samples and put them in the four vials. So, you’re getting eight days of stool
samples. That can be a little bit more effective because sometimes bacterial infections - they have lifecycles
and you might not catch it in that stool sample during those four day periods and you can extend that out a
little bit.
Now, if we were trying to look at infections in the small intestines you need to do a different kind of test.
Typically if you have something called small intestinal bacterial overgrowth or SIBO that’s going to be going
on in the small intestine. And typically the small intestine is generally benign. There’s not a lot of bacterial
overgrowth in there. So, if you get any kind of bacterial overgrowth in the small intestine, whether it’s a good
bacteria, a bad bacteria, a generally benign bacteria, it’s considered bad. Small intestinal bacterial overgrowth
is one of the leading causes of constipation or diarrhea. It’s one of the most common causes for IBS if you’ve
ever been diagnosed with IBS. So, if you’re somebody who’s struggling with diarrhea after doing all this
work, small intestinal bacterial overgrowth is also a really common infection but you have to get a different
kind of test for that. You have to get what’s called a SIBO breath test. And Commonwealth Labs has been
making those available through the Internet now if you want to get a breath test through Commonwealth
Labs. The thing is it’s really important to work with an experienced practitioner who can actually understand
and interpret the results. A SIBO breath test, especially, has a really complicated report out and it’s important
that you work with somebody who can understand the data and look at it and say okay this means you have
probably this type of bacterial overgrowth or this type of bacterial overgrowth, someone who knows what
they’re doing. And I can’t stress that enough, but those are the most common factions: large intestinal
bacterial overgrowth or parasitic factions in the large intestine or small intestinal bacterial overgrowth. H.
pylori is also really common. So, those are important tests to get when you’re getting tested for gut infections.
Next up is hormonal problems. And that can be adrenal fatigue. That can be thyroid hormone problems, it
could be female hormone issues, but ultimately these are also some of the most common root causes. Now,
adrenal fatigue is number one there out of those. I had severe adrenal fatigue; Steve had severe adrenal
fatigue. Why does this contribute to diarrhea? What I can tell you is that when you’re in severe adrenal
fatigue your cortisol levels are typically very, very low. Cortisol is the main anti-inflammatory hormone in your
body. So, if you have severe fatigue like I did and Steve did it’s very difficult to control inflammation. In many
of the people we worked with, like 75 percent or more of the people we worked with had severe adrenal
fatigue. Their cortisol was too low. They had a hard time controlling the inflammation in their body. And one
of the most important things you could do is get an adrenal fatigue saliva panel done. It’s called an ASI or
adrenal stress index. The best one on the market is a Bio Health ASI. If you are a pre-menopausal female or a
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male you can get a BioHealth 201. Now if you’re a male or a postmenopausal female you can also get a 205.
Now the 205 just adds on some sex hormones like testosterone and estrogens and progesterone and things
like that. Those are really important saliva panels to get. They measure your cortisol output throughout the
day. You’d take saliva samples in the morning, noon, afternoon and evening and you’ll have cortisol readings
throughout the day and they’ll give you a reading of your total cortisol output throughout a day. If your
cortisol is very low that could be the number one reason why you’re having diarrhea right now. It can also
make you more susceptible to getting gut infections. So, adrenal fatigue is one of the most common issues.
Now if you have female hormone problems you can get a BioHealth 208. And that tracks your saliva through
your full cycle. So, you to do a saliva panel every other day during your cycle until bleeding begins again and at
the end of that cycle you will send in like what ends up being like 16 or 17, sometimes 15 saliva panels just in
the morning and that will measure your progesterone and estrogen levels throughout your cycle. Again, you
need to have a really skilled practitioner who understands functional medicine - people to interpret the results
of these saliva panels.
A lot of people who have adrenal fatigue issues also have thyroid issues, especially people who have
autoimmune disease. Most people who have autoimmune disease have multiple autoimmune diseases. So,
a lot of times people with Celiac disease, for instance, will have autoimmune thyroid disease, so it’s important
that you explore your thyroid as well. Make sure you look for the TpO and TgAb antibodies. Things that you’ll
also want to measure in the blood for the thyroid is TSH, free T4, free T3, reverse T3, and all of those things
can be ordered through typical practitioners. If you need help, again we’ve got a link in the handout for you to
order a blood test through Direct Labs. But ultimately if you find that you have antibodies toward your thyroid,
so your body is attacking your thyroid, that’s autoimmune disease and it’s really important you get that looked
at and work with a skilled practitioner to start to make some changes. We’ve got some great stuff in the
foundation here but these are things that practitioners can help you with.
Detoxification problems are also another common root cause. If you’re not pooping, peeing and sweating
every day, a lot of times that will lead to toxicity in and of itself. In a lot of cases though toxicity issues are a
huge problem for people. If you’ve got issues with your liver not helping you detoxify properly, you’re going
to have issues there. That’s going to be your limiting factor. And a lot of times we talk about this idea of a
limiting factor. It’s the number one thing in the way of you starting to have some progress. And one of the
tests that you can get to look to see if detoxification is one of your limiting factors is a Genova 0091 organic
acids profile. That’s a urine sample, just a quick urine sample. And you send that in and you get a lot of
information from that panel. Make sure you have got a skilled practitioner who’s actually seen those before.
There’s a lot of detail in those. But if you find that liver toxicity or poor glutathione status comes up positive
on those panels, then you’re not detoxifying well and it’s important that you do some liver support. And
we’ve got a general liver support protocol for you in the handout that has worked really well for a lot of clients.
Generally speaking of liver toxicity is the number one thing in the way of you getting better, it’s the number
one thing in the way of you being able to do an adrenal fatigue protocol or gut infection protocol, doing a liver
support protocol with some acetyl glutathione can really, really help. I’ve seen it transform a lot of people’s
health.
Neurotransmitter issues are also really common issues. Now, what does that really mean? Well, a lot of
times when we say neurotransmitter issues we’re talking about brain chemistry, serotonin and dopamine.
Remember 90 to 95 percent of your serotonin receptors are in the gut. Your gut is like having a second brain.
So, if you have neurotransmitter issues with serotonin and dopamine you’re going to experience G.I. symptoms
as well as brain symptoms like anxiety or depression. That’s why those two things are linked. Kalish trained
practitioners have a lot of experience in this area. I’ve got a link in the handout to go to the
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Kalishinstitute.com and you can find their practitioner directory and find a Kalish trained practitioner near
you hopefully. Some of them do Skype calls so you can work with them online. You can also check out
our recommended practitioners page for some Kalish trained practitioners to try to work with somebody
who understands this stuff. Steve and I both did a lot of work with Dr. Kalish personally to help our
neurotransmitters. You’re talking about amino acids therapy so we’re talking about, if you’ve heard of this
stuff, 5-HTP, L tyrosine, those types of things in terms of balancing out your serotonin and dopamine. And that
can really make an impact. There’s some interesting studies on serotonin toxicity in the gut and how that can
trigger Crohn’s disease, so this stuff really matters. It’s important stuff. And that serotonin toxicity I just talked
about they think it’s caused by a genetic expression, so that’s a genetic root cause. It’s causing a serotonin
toxicity in the gut that can trigger Crohn’s disease. It’s not the root cause for everybody with Crohn’s but for
some people it can be. And so this is important stuff that you look at in addressing the root causes here.
So, other issues are mental well-being, emotional and mental well-being. And it’s important that you work
with somebody who is a capable mental health professional, a coach, a therapist, a psychiatrist, a psychologist.
I will tell you that I saw a therapist for 12 years in my life and I’m grateful every day. I mean he was very into
mindfulness and meditation and he had me working on that stuff when I was 13, 14 years old. And that stuff
has been the foundation of where I am today. I was working with a good capable mental health professional
who was into mindfulness-based stress reduction and things like that. He really helped me go through the
emotion of having chronic illness, the emotion of losing my parents. And I will tell you that emotions can
make me have flare ups and symptoms sometimes. If I go through like a really bad break up, like what I
went through last year, it flared up my symptoms for a week and it was an interesting experience to watch
that happen because I was doing everything right with my diet and my supplements, but just going through
emotionally traumatic things like that messed with my digestive symptoms. So, it’s important that you make
sure you’re addressing those things, you’re working with people who can help guide you through traumatic
stuff you’ve had, losing loved ones, abusive relationships, or traumatic car accidents. Things like that create
emotional scars that can be worked on. So, these are all important root causes. None are more important or
less important than others. It’s important that you do understand the adrenal fatigue and gut infections were
the two most common that we saw when we worked with people who had chronic diarrhea or chronic gut
infections or chronic constipation, gas, bloating, acid reflux. So, those are the two most prominent that you’ll
want to get looked at.
Again, Kalish trained functional practitioners are some of the best out there. They know what they’re doing
with this stuff and they’re going to be able to help you. We’ve also got a recommended practitioners page. So,
bottom line, if you do all the work with diet and supplements, you’re still having symptoms, if your diarrhea
is still hanging around or it comes back and flares up all the time, make sure you at least get some of gut
infection testing done. Make sure you at least get some adrenal fatigue testing done and look at this other stuff
we’ve laid out for you as well. So, my voice is doing out here. I’m going to kick it back over to Steve to kind of
wrap up this functional section here and then give us some kind of final thoughts before we take Q&A.
Steve: Awesome man. Great work. Get some water. We are not done yet. So, Jordan just covered a lot of
stuff that may or may not be like news to you. So, my guess is that if I would have listened to this call five years
ago and what Jordan just covered would’ve liked just short-circuited my head. It would’ve been like are you
speaking Japanese or is that French or what are you talking about dude? And I know also based on the people
who are attending this call and the questions you asked that for some of you this is what you came to hear. So,
all I want to do is I just want to reassure anybody who just was like “what the heck did he just say?” Keep this
call recording close by. Keep the transcript. You might not need it yet, but there is going to come a time when
you’re going to want to start excavating the reasons why you ended up sick. And the core of what Jordan just
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shared will be the work you’ll be doing when you’re ready to go tackle that. You might not care about that yet;
you might just want to stop having diarrhea 12 times a day, and I totally understand where you’re at with that.
So, I just want to let everybody know in case that sounded like information overload, what it really was was
kind of like that movie Inception where we just planted a little nugget way deep inside your brain. And we
want you to remember that nugget in six months or a year when you’re working with a functional medicine
practitioner. For those of you who are already on the functional medicine train, cross reference what we just
covered with the mentality of your practitioner. And if you’re not getting the results you want, bring up these
types of things that are missing from their way of practicing and I think you’ll begin to get the results you want
to get.
Okay, so before we get to the questions that I’m so grateful that you submitted, because I know that I learn
really well when I’m free not to think of the really smart question and then somebody else who’s smarter
than me asked a good question and then it gets answered, it really helps the group. So, we’ve got plenty of
questions we’re going to go through. I just kind of want to wrap this call up with some thoughts from the
trenches is what I termed this or what we both termed this sort of summary section. So, just to kind of recap
what we’ve covered so far, diarrhea in and of itself is actually a non-specific issue. It’s on a continuum from
extremely complex to possibly extremely simple. And the treatments that are needed go from extremely
simple to extremely complex and the timeline in which it might take to fully get back from ten times diarrhea
a day to perfect poops and perfect health could be anywhere from six months to five years. No one really
knows. Jordan and I really don’t think the five-year thing should be your approach; we think that with the
information we shared here today we should be able to cut that in half for sure. But five years was kind of
what it took us from the point in which we started messing around with like gluten-free diets to the point in
which we really felt like a million bucks. And of course we always have our missteps. I think I’ve blogged about
how last year I got super stressed out and really set myself back and I’ve had to work my health back up so I’m
not saying that we’re like some sort of guru because we’ve been - we are not that; we don’t ever want to be
that. I’m just saying that health is kind of like a ladder and there’s many rungs that you can be on from right
above your deathbed to the top of the ladder in which you can basically handle anything and everything and
maybe you’re competing in extreme sports or Olympic style stuff. Or if you’re older there are plenty of people
who do this kind of work and then they end up running marathons at like 50 or 60. So, all of that’s possible
and I just want you to be aware of that.
In general, there are a lot of diarrhea triggers out there. Make sure you look at the list of diarrhea triggers. If
there’s some of those that you have control over that you’re still doing, things like eating grains on a regular
basis or taking some medications or over-exercising, things like that, you have control over those today like
right now today you have control of that. For those triggers in which you have control over, please address
those triggers; that will go a long way in stopping your diarrhea. Remember that foundation comes first. It’s
kind of like Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. If you don’t know what that is, google it after this call Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs. In some regards, and maybe we’ll reteach this in more detail now that we’re a little
bit older and a little bit more experienced with this world of health, but in general what I shared with you
and what we shared with you today about the foundational five principles of health, that’s like the baseline
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Health if you will. I don’t think he came up with one but I feel like crediting him
anyways. If you neglect those foundationals, those five foundationals - you can mess around with all the
different types of drugs and supplements and functional this and who knows, whatever, stem cells, drugs,
steroids, whatever it is, if you’re building off a week foundation it’s really not going to matter. And over time
you’re going to end up basically building permanent cracks in the techniques that you’re doing and at some
point something is going to shake you and it’s going to split that crack open. So, it could be a car accident, it
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could be an unexpected tragedy in the family, a break up, something like that. That’s what happens a lot of
times is that when that foundation is not constantly practiced, like I talked about earlier making the constant
practice, you’ll develop cracks and then something in modern life will crack that open and sometimes you end
up starting right back from where you are today. So take that very seriously if you’re not yet.
I hope tomorrow you start right away with the intervention phase, the six days that Jordan outlined. If you’ve
already done things like that but you’ve never used a ton of digestive enzymes and the brand that we talked
about or if you’ve never done that with sort of like Epsom salt baths or anything else, I would encourage you
to do it again. If you’re not seeing results from that a couple days into that, I think you should already begin to
have a conversation about Low Dose Naltrexone and curcumin and boswellia with your doctor. And then lastly,
begin to think about if you don’t already have a functional medicine trained specialist on your sort of health
team, if you don’t have somebody backing you up from a functional medicine standpoint think about trying to
get that done right away because there’s a lot that they can do that might like really completely change your
life in one appointment. And what I’m talking about with that is that with diarrhea, because it’s so nonspecific
and because it’s so all around the board about what’s causing it, there are some very simple tweaks that a
skilled practitioner when they’re sort of taking in your entire big picture, something that we cannot do on a call
like this but I mean reviewing everything from your childhood till now, reviewing your diet, your supplements,
how you feel about them about everything, some things are going to stick out. For instance, this is just a list
of things that have made all the difference like I just was thinking through the last couple years of consulting
when I was working with really resistant people like diarrhea resistance or something like they kept having
it regardless of what we did, here’s just a list of different things that really overnight stopped their diarrhea.
So, you got the foundation in place, you’re doing the acute phase, nothings working, here try some of these
things.
So, try four digestive enzymes per meal. Try LDN if you haven’t yet and up the dosage. If you haven’t, try
sleeping for over ten hours straight for a week. I don’t care if you’re not sleeping, stay in bed for ten hours for
a week straight. Try a week of Epsom salt baths every night seven nights in a row. Do the curcumin stack we
talked about. Try going low-fat for four days, so only the lean meats, vegetables, fruits and starches if you do
starches. Try that for four days; see what happens. Continue to take your digestive enzymes. Trying four days
of almost low or almost no veggies, so like low amount of vegetables but a higher amount of starch if you’re
doing that. See how your body responds to that. Try four days of no starch at all, so Specific Carbohydrate
Diet rules and do very low carbohydrates, so make it a ketogenic diet. Google ketogenic diet and maybe like
Chris Kresser and follow the indications for somebody with neurological degeneration in their brain. So, follow
a keto diet that has some very specific tweaks that Chris Kresser has talked about. Try that for four days; see
what happens. If you’re somebody who is just very inflamed, you know your inflamed, get on a low cortisol
treatment. Talk to your doctor; there’s prescription drug routes you can go. There are bioidentical hormone
routes you can go and there’s nutraceutical routes that you can go. But address any low cortisol. All those
things, and specific example I can remember just that one tweak on top of the foundational stuff changed
that entire person’s life. So I hope that helps. Jordan, did you want to add anything before we get into the
questions and answers?
Jordan: I would say that the only thing I would add is just don’t give up hope. This is a journey and I think
hope is the one thing that fueled my engine, the one thing that kept me on the path. I’ve said this over and
over and over again in my videos, but the only difference between those people that get healthy and those
people that stay sick are the people that stay sick gave up. The people that got healthy just never gave up. I
mean the process of stopping my diarrhea, like you said, took about five years ultimately. And the only reason
I was successful is not because I was smarter than anybody else, it was just because I just never gave up. I just
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kept trying things and learning from the best and tweaking and testing and being a health engineer and just
never gave up. And the reason I never gave up is because I had hope. So keep your hope alive. Try and test
out the things that we gave you in this handout like a checklist. Literally just cross stuff out, test and tweak
and engineer your health. But what I can tell you is if you want to make sure that you never get healthy then
give up and quit because that’s the best way to do that. The best way to get healthy is to just keep trying
things. And that’s probably, looking back on everything, that is the only thing that’s different between me and
someone else who didn’t get healthy. And I’m grateful for that so I wanted to share that. And I think Steve it’s
a good time for us to dive into some Q&A man. We’ve got a lot of questions that were submitted here so let’s
try to get through as many of them as we can.
Steve: You want to take the first one or do you want me to take the first one?
Jordan: Well, I would say I’ll take this first one. So, she says, “Hi my name is Jen and I’ve been diagnosed with
Celiac and colitis. I’m eating gluten-free now but I still have episodes of loose stool so what specifically do you
recommend I try to correct this?” Thank you, Jen. Jen, I’m so grateful you asked this question because this
goes back to our foundational phase, the habits of life phase. So Jen, you’re like me when I first was diagnosed
with Celiac I just ate gluten-free and I can tell you that a lot of gluten-free food is still really unhealthy junk
food, really inflammatory diarrhea triggering junk food. And so the fact that you’re still having episodes of
loose stools to me is an indication that gluten-free is not enough for you. And like myself and many, many
others it’s just the beginning and you have a lot more work to do. And if you ever want to google a post I
wrote it’s called The Gluten Free Lie. And it’s pretty powerful about all the science behind why the gluten free
diet just isn’t enough. So, for you Jen specifically what I would recommend to correct this is that the first thing
that you do is go ahead and start to do some of the things we outlined in the habits for light phase, so the
long-term phase. What does that mean? Well, I would start by eating a nutrient-dense anti-inflammatory diet
made up of meats, fruits, vegetables and healthy fats. Call it Paleo. I would start with autoimmune Paleo. So,
in general you are pulling out nightshades and those types of things, but I think you need to pull out all grain
and you need to pull out sugar, you need to go full Paleo. If you’re really, really having a lot more issues than
just loose stools that you haven’t talked about here I would have you do the five-day diet for sure just to give
yourself a good reset, a good jumpstart and start some healing right away. But ultimately if you’re just having
some occasional loose stools then you might stop your diarrhea completely just by doing the habits of life
phase, just by going full on Paleo autoimmune. And again in your case I think just the foundations could help
you a lot. It’s a great example of how the habits of life are critical; the foundation is critical. And right now you
probably got a lot of gut inflammation still, you’ve probably got a lot of irritation in the gut, you’re probably
not digesting things well. You probably will really benefit from some digestive enzymes, things like that. So,
that’s what I would dive in and start with there. Anything to add Steve?
Steve: Nail on the head. If she hasn’t done full SCD, full Paleo that’s where it’s at. Okay, let’s go onto the
next question here. This question comes from anonymous. “My bowel symptoms started after I had my gall
bladder out. I’m either constipated or I have six bowel movements a day. Some say it’s IBS but it started after
the surgery. Would love a program that would just get my bowels working on a regular cycle. Thank you.”
I totally get the frustration that I sense from this question, the idea that just wanting a program that would
love to get the bowels working on a regular cycle. It sometimes can be a big issue if you’re sort of alternating
between constipation and diarrhea - sort of teasing out. Because once again, we talked about how diarrhea
has a large range of what the causes could be. So for you I would go back to those triggers. Check out what’s
going on there. I would attack this like you’re having diarrhea all the time until you get constipation. So if you
make the changes we talked about here today, for instance the foundational steps, if you do the foundational
steps and for the diet you choose a Paleo diet and things do not sort of even out with your stools, then move
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on to the acute phase. Even if you’ve been constipated for like a day or two and you haven’t had a bowel
movement, or let’s just say you start it after you’ve handled the foundation, after a day of diarrhea you start
the five-day acute phase that we covered today, if you start to get constipated and you haven’t had a bowel
movement after like four days then I want you to begin to use some of the strategies that I’ve outlined on our
blog. You can google constipation and SCD Lifestyle and I did a post on six different real food tricks. You can
also use vitamin C and magnesium. So what I want you to do though is I want you to stop having diarrhea.
And then typically with somebody like yourself who is bouncing back and forth you’ll flip to the other side
of the spectrum, which I understand is also painful; I’ve been there; I totally get it. But it’s much easier once
we get rid of the diarrhea trigger, which is like a much bigger inflammation trigger event, once we get rid of
that then it becomes actually very easy to restart the bowels through specific foods and specific supplements
like buffered vitamin C and magnesium glycinate. So, that’s what I would start with for you. And then in the
long run definitely go down the functional medicine route. Obviously something happened with your surgery,
maybe the antibiotics threw your body out of whack, maybe you ended up in some sort of adrenal fatigue
because the trauma to your body during the surgery. A lot of that can be uncovered in the next levels through
functional medicine.
Jordan: Well said. And I think too, people that have gall bladder issues too, I think it’s really important to just
plan on doing some enzymes support and just being careful with your fats and stuff like that because that can
be a big problem for you. I got a question here about “I’m sending in behalf of my seven-year-old son who
suffers from occasional diarrhea. Is the protocol different for a child?” I think that’s a great question and
I’m glad you brought it up. And if you look at the handout, the very top of the handout obviously we have
our disclaimers and things like that, but then as you get down into the meat of the handout there’s another
disclaimer that talks a little bit more specifically about how these protocols were developed for people over
100 pounds. So, anytime you’re talking about kids you’re talking about kids who weigh less than 100 pounds.
And ultimately that’s important to understand because the doses for the herbs, the doses for the enzymes,
these protocols they should never be used on people that are less than 100 pounds without talking to a
practitioner. And in some cases like with enzymes and stuff you can break those open and give a quarter or
a half of an enzyme and see how things go. You can contact the manufacturer and get recommendations for
dosage amounts for kids, you know, sometimes it’s half or quarter pills, things like that. Ultimately though
what I would say is I think that you can apply to the kids is a lot of the habits of life. So, the diet piece, the
sleep, the movement, the play, the five-day reset meal plan certainly can be followed. It’s just important that
you’re really careful in terms of supplementation and things like that. And when you’re looking at these types
of things just to make sure that you’ve got somebody who’s got your back, who’s worked with kids who suffer
from occasional diarrhea. Make sure you’re taking good care of him in terms of electrolytes and things like
that. But ultimately that’s the main differentiator - the supplements and stuff like that is really, when you’re
talking about supplementation you got to be careful when you’re going over these types of things with people
that are less than 100 pounds. Start with the food stuff. Keep testing and tweaking and just keep working.
I’ve seen this work really well with a lot of kids, it’s just that like anything we just have to make sure that we’re
cognizant of the pill aspect of it. Anything to add Steve?
Steve: The high points in general like you mentioned, the younger someone is typically the faster they respond
once we figure out what things they’re going to respond to and remove the triggers. But as always because
it is a kid you definitely want a qualified practitioner calling all the shots. So, this question is “There isn’t one
answer so how do I prioritize the solutions, and then how long do I use a solution before moving into the next
possible solution? I need to find out what works and what doesn’t and doing multiple treatments at one time
makes it confusing as to what I need to do and what I don’t. I spent a fortune on trying to solve this problem
and some approaches work for a while and then the diarrhea comes back in all its glory. What’s going on?”
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This is a tough question to probably give the answer that the person who asked it is looking for because I really
don’t know how many solutions they tried and what they mean by multiple treatments at once. So, I’ll kind
of give you some guidelines on how I would attack this if I was going back to this myself. The first thing that I
always consider is sort of risk of death and quality of life. If I am so constipated that my body hurts so bad that
I can’t hardly think, that is ruining my quality of life and it’s exposing me to potential death through some sort
of blockage. If I’m having diarrhea ten plus times a day, that is ruining my quality of life because I’m going to
be spending an hour to two hours every day in the bathroom and I am risking death as well. So, when it comes
to severe issues on either side of the protocol, I think it’s important to treat them with great respect and take
severe, if we’re going to continue to use that word, severe sort of actions to end that threat. And so what we
walked you through here today was sort of that style of thinking. So, I don’t want anybody to suffer one more
day of full on diarrhea. There’s a lot of risk there and it’s also ruining the quality of life.
So, immediately changing your diet, adding supplements, laughing, doing an Epsom salt bath and sleeping
more - that’s five different treatments. And if you consider changing all the foods that you ate in one day and
not tracking each one individually that could be upwards of seven or eight new variables that all happened
in one day. Well, how do I think about that? Well, what I think is it’s more important that you stop having
diarrhea and that approach works really well usually. So I think it’s really important to just get it stopped and
whatever you have to do to get it stopped, whether it’s all six of those things plus LDN and the curcumin,
whatever you have to do to make that happen then that’s what’s called your new baseline. That’s the new
standard. Now you have a quality of life where you can take time to journal and really begin to prioritize and
break this stuff down and understand what was most important. For somebody like yourself who sounds like
they’ve spent a fortune and a ton of time, I would go right to the functional medicine phase. I would probably
hire one of the practitioners listed on our website, SCDlifestyle.com/practitioners, or go to the Kalish directory
and hire one of those people. Typically, when somebody is saying I’m doing multiple treatments and none
of them are working, it’s because whoever is designing the treatments, whether it’s a doctor or themselves
or maybe they’re working with like several medical professionals who weren’t talking so they have like a
gastroenterologist, any family doctor and a nutritionist, none of those people are talking then the treatments
aren’t adding to each other and attacking the problem from different angles. What we’ve outlined here
today is very much a holistic approach looking at diarrhea from every angle possible and making sure that the
different ways in which we’re trying to modify your life and modify plans to stop it aren’t competing with each
other. And so I would suggest you follow the exact plan that we’ve laid out and you hire a functional medicine
practitioner today while you’re undertaking all this. Because it’s pretty obvious to me that there’s some sort of
root issues that need to be found and corrected. Any thoughts on that one Jordan?
Jordan: No. I think you handled it pretty well man. I’m going to jump to the next one, which is “Can you
take too many probiotics? I took several kinds of them after a two-month bout of antibiotics that caused
constant diarrhea which I have not been able to get rid of. I’m wondering if I now have SIBO.” That’s an
interesting question. I mean if I were to have a round of antibiotics and start having diarrhea that wouldn’t
go away, I would look more as the antibiotics were probably the root cause of that. Really when we’re talking
about probiotics I mean you can certainly take too many probiotics. Probiotics are interesting. It seems to
me, after going through this for a lot of years, that there’s about 50 percent of the people who do really well
on probiotics and 50 percent of the people who don’t. And in general when we’re looking at it, some people
try to take multi-strain probiotics like VSL3 and stuff like that and they can’t handle that but they can handle
lactobacillus type strains. It’s just really a crapshoot in a lot of cases. And when we’re looking at it we’ve seen
people tolerate soil-based bacteria pretty well. I love Prescript Assist, which we listed in the handout. That’s
a soil-based bacteria. It seems to be tolerated by more than 50 percent of the people as opposed to either a
multi strain or a lactobacillus strain that people take. What I can tell you that is if you take a probiotic and you
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react negatively to it for a couple of days then you’re probably not tolerating it well. If you’re like me, I tried
to take fermented foods like sauerkraut, I could only tolerate one strand. I had to work my way up to like a
spoonful, you know, a tablespoon and then two tablespoons and it took like six months. But ultimately what’s
important to know is that the research continues to show that the benefits for probiotics are not necessarily
that they influence the amount of bacteria in your body, the amount of lactobacillus or the amount of
bifidobacteria for example, but they have a stronger impact on the immune system than anything else.
So, when we’re asking – there’s kind of two parts to this question. Can you take too many probiotics? Yes.
And people do react to probiotics. Like I said many people do. So it’s important to continue testing and
tweaking. Maybe take half the amount or a quarter of the amount that you were. Maybe take a quarter
of a pill a day and see how you tolerate that. If you don’t tolerate that you can try a soil-based bacteria like
Prescript Assist, which I love and works well with a lot of people. I still take that myself. The other part of the
question here is what’s the root cause of your issue, your constant diarrhea? And it sounds like the antibiotics
might have been a trigger event for you. And you might be right, you might have SIBO so make sure you get
a breath test with a skilled practitioner. If you can’t get one ordered for you, Commonwealth Labs have made
them available online. So, get a SIBO breath test and see if you do have SIBO. It could be that you’ve messed
up your gut flora and you’ve got some work to do there with either some safe starches like sweet potatoes and
yams and things like that, some prebiotics, some resistant starch and stuff like that. You’ve got some work to
do here. And one of the first things I would do is obviously follow the five-day diet to kind of reset things and
stop the diarrhea and get that root cause SIBO looked at. In the meantime, I would stay off probiotics and just
to see when you start to get some control over the diarrhea if you try them again what happens. I think that’s
a good course of action for you at this point. Anything I missed Steve?
Steve: Nope. I would agree. Alright. Next question is, “Will I really be able to get off all prescriptions and be
able to be a social person again?” Well, I would say yes but I don’t know you so you have to kind of believe
that in your heart. Be a social person and getting off prescriptions in my head are two different things. They
don’t go together. You could be absolutely social and be absolutely sick. I’ve met people that are sicker than
me and you have ever dreamed we’ve been in our lives. I mean these people are stuck on feeding tubes for
over ten years, so brittle they can hardly go outside or even see the sunlight and they’re social people and
they figure out how to laugh and try to make the best of it. So, being social and going out into the world and
getting off prescriptions or stopping diarrhea, those two things, while the prescriptions and diarrhea do impact
your social life in some small ways, they are actually separate things and just asking a question like that makes
me want to encourage you to search out the emotional and mental side of getting support with these types
of things, both of which I have done and I’m not saying that you’re in any way different. I think everybody
has emotional ties to their disease and social ties that can be helped through mental health professionals.
So I think they’re very important and they’ve changed my life. And yes I think I do believe you can get off all
prescriptions. I don’t know if some of these diseases are curable; everybody has a different definition of cure,
but in my opinion almost every single person could get off of all prescription drugs. And maybe they might
have to take a supplement for the rest of their life or eat a special diet for the rest of their life, but the idea of
taking a drug for the rest of your life I think is – I don’t think you have to have that belief. But again, it really
doesn’t matter what I believe; it only matters what you believe. So, I hope today’s call has been hopeful. I
hope it inspires you to action and I think you can do it and I’m really pulling for it.
Jordan: Well said. The next question I have here is, “I have multiple food allergies. In spite of watching what I
eat I will have diarrhea unexpectedly about an hour after eating. And occasionally I’ve been able to attach it to
a reason.” Well, there’s a couple things there. So, if you’re doing a food journal and you’re tracking your bowel
movements you might be able to tie it back to a food trigger specifically. Maybe it’s what you ate the meal
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before, maybe you’re eating eggs for breakfast, for example, and it happens a lot after lunch. But if it truly only
happens occasionally and it’s not really tied back to a food, I’d be looking more at are you doing everything on
the foundational diet? Are you eating healthy meats, healthy fats and fruits and vegetables? Are you eating
things like nuts or legumes or are you getting grains or sugar, are you eating some of the things that are not
in the foundational diet that could be triggering the diarrhea? Next, I’d be looking at, if you’ve already cut
all that stuff out I’d be looking at doing the five-day reset, the five-day intervention and see if that actually
helps. I bet that it would. If it doesn’t then I’d be looking at the root causes. Now, if you have occasional
diarrhea, again that could be tied back to a parasitic or bacterial infection like the Strongylodies that I had. It
could be tied back to SIB0. One other thing that it could be related to is it could be related to like if you eat a
really, really heavy fat meal like tons and tons of fat like tons of coconut oil or MCT oil or something like that
and you’re having diarrhea like an hour or two after eating; that can be tied to that meal and the amount of
fat you ate and maybe you need to tone that down a little bit and get some digestive enzymes going. But it’s
most likely probably a root cause issue or a foundational diet trigger issue. Those are the two things I’d start
troubleshooting and tweaking as a health engineer if it were my body.
Steve: All right. Next question. “I’m currently on a protocol to rid myself of small intestinal bacterial
overgrowth. What’s the best way to keep from getting it again? What percentage of carbs should I consume
to prevent it?” Good question. As far as I can tell from talking with experts like Dr. Siebecker, one of the
worlds top leading researchers and clinicians for SIBO, percentage of carbs after infection likely is not the
biggest thing you should be concerned about. Obviously, if you choose to eat a diet that’s like, for instance,
70 percent carbohydrate, maybe not the best decision but 30, 40, 50 percent carb I don’t think that’s any
issue. What you really to worry about is how did you get SIBO in the first place? So, sometimes it’s because
of the peristaltic waves are not happening. So, for instance, Dr. Siebecker recommends that you actually take
three to four hours in between eating, so you allow the waves to actually go through and cleanse the small
intestine. A lot of times we snack and we nibble and things like that and that disrupts these waves. You want
to make sure that your stomach acid is working properly; that’s your first line of defense against something like
this. You want to make sure that you’re not having anything going on with like your ileocecal valve, that sort
of separates the small intestine and the large intestine. And some people will choose to use what’s called a
prokinetic. Basically what that means is it stimulates those waves that I was just talking about. You might not
want to use one of those for a little while after the treatment. I’m not a prokinetic expert so I can’t even rattle
off that many right now. I would just search that and Dr. Alison Siebecker or Dr. Mark Pimentel. Those are your
two experts that if I had this question I would be going to them.
Jordan: Alright. Next one is, “I was diagnosed with Celiac disease a year ago after having serious bouts of
diarrhea for five years. After my diagnosis and going on a gluten-free diet, my diarrhea strangely got worse
and wouldn’t go away so I went on the SCD Diet. I’ve been on the diet for ten months now and every time
my stool improves for a month or two and I think I’m healing, my diarrhea comes back and my stomach
becomes fragile again. I’m on high-quality probiotics and SCD vitamins and I practice strict adherence to the
SCD Diet. I try to keep my stress down, get enough sleep and exercise. How can I stop this roller coaster?
When I have a flare what can I do to get my 15 plus trips a day to the bathroom under control?” I love this
question because basically that was my life. What I can tell you just intuitively after working with a lot of
people, it sounds to me like you probably have likely Stage 3 Adrenal Fatigue. You probably have really, really
low cortisol, and a lot of raging inflammation in your body. If you’re following the diet really strictly, you’re
eating basically a very limited diet with the food safe zone and every once in a while you just flare like crazy,
it’s likely when you’ve got a lot less stressed either from relationships in your life or work or maybe you’re over
exercising but ultimately you’re having something that flares you up occasionally every once in a while and
you’re just really unstable, it’s likely you have really, really severe adrenal fatigue. I’d also be looking at some
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gut infections like SIBO or a parasitic or bacterial infection in the large intestine. I’d be looking at all those root
causes. Whenever you have a flare like that, make sure you drop back to the five-day kind of intervention type
diet, get on that chicken soup, that secret ingredient, that secret weapon. But I’d be getting with a functional
practitioner. I’d be definitely doing an ASI for adrenal fatigue and making sure that that’s the number one thing
you look at right now.
Steve: Agreed. Alright. “I’ve been taking magnesium just about daily to combat constipation and I usually
get diarrhea sometimes, it’s just loose stool not fully diarrhea. Am I depleting too many probiotics from my
bowel to have diarrhea every day from magnesium? Is this safe to do? From a urine amino acid test I had
done I was pretty deficient in magnesium so I need to take it anyway. I’m just wondering the best way to do it
if there is one.” Okay. Sorry. I don’t know why I couldn’t read your question, likely because we’ve been doing
this for a while this afternoon. So, the goal of using a sort of – in this call we talked about how that we’re using
a specific diet protocol and specific supplement protocols in the acute phase of combating diarrhea. So, in
the acute phase of constipation it’s very typical to use magnesium or vitamin C to get the bowels moving on
a regular basis. We need to try to get you to a three, four or five on the Bristol Stool Chart for constipation.
So, that is typically why you might have started using the magnesium or someone might have given it to you
to combat the constipation. If you’re taking the magnesium and it’s causing diarrhea, that means that you’re
taking too much of it. That’s not the goal. That would be sort of like robbing Peter to pay Paul. You’re not
necessarily getting anywhere, you’re just kind of yo-yoing with your bowels and that’s not really helping as we
mentioned for lots of other reasons that don’t really matter so it’s not what you want. So, what I would do is I
would cut back on the amount of magnesium that you’re taking so that you’re no longer experiencing diarrhea
but you’re still experiencing one bowel movement per day without any straining or pushing or anything
like that. Now, I have no idea what kind of magnesium you’re using. The type of magnesium does matter.
Typically for constipation it’s a good idea to use magnesium glycinate or magnesium citrate. I would hope that
you’re using one of those two. If you’re not, switch to one of those two. If you’re deficient in magnesium and
you’re not seemingly getting it from supplementation, you can also do things like a Myer’s cocktail. Like you
can get magnesium put into your body intravenously, you can get shots with magnesium in it so there’s lots of
other ways for those of us who have a digestive system that’s just not absorbing vitamins and minerals, you
can use lots of other ways that don’t actually use the digestive system to have basically 100 percent absorption
of that vitamin or mineral. So, that’s where like weekly shots or weekly IVs can become really handy. And so
hopefully this helps. I think that’s about all there is to share.
Jordan: Alright. I’m going to grab this next one here. “Since SCD and AIP both restrict starchy carbs, and
I’m assuming AIP is autoimmune Paleo, I’m wondering how our good gut bacteria get fed? I’m referring to
safe starches like potatoes and white rice, not gluten containing grains. Should we been eating sweet taters,
plantain, yucca or winter squash at every meal and is that enough?” That’s a great question. And I think
that’s ultimately why we say everybody has to create their custom diet that works for them. We’ve said for
years that SCD and GAPS really do restrict soluble fiber that we get from safe starches like sweet potatoes
and plantains and yucca. In general, the research is telling us more and more and more that we need these
soluble fibers to feed our healthy bacteria and that it’s important for good healthy long-term gut diversity,
gut flora health. So, being on, in my opinion, at this point being on super low-carb SCD for a really long time,
if you treated small intestinal bacterial overgrowth or you’ve been tested and you know you don’t have small
intestinal bacterial overgrowth you should be introducing some safe starches, especially autoimmune Paleo I’d
try to get that in someway as well. It’s important to get that soluble fiber to feed that bacteria for long-term
health. Generally speaking I think our experience has been and my personal experience when I was going
through this as well was just being too low-carb for too long really messed with my hormones and my energy
levels. And once I started to reintroduce safe starches like sweet potatoes and yams I knew that I didn’t have
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a small intestinal bacterial overgrowth, I had test results telling me that, so I went ahead and did that and I did
it slow and I took enzymes to help me digest it, an enzyme called amylase. And I started slow and just worked
my way up and that really turned around my energy and it really started to help me finally gain some weight.
I was really, really underweight still. Those types of things and I think long-term that’s been one of the game
changers is when I brought safe starches back in after being on SCD for two years, bringing safe starches back
in really helped me become another level of healthy. And I think long-term people need to make sure that
they don’t have SIBO because if they have SIBO eating safe starches can really aggravate your symptoms. Steve
said it earlier, you can’t starve out a SIBO infection. So, I’m not saying that you should avoid safe starches to
starve out the SIBO, I think you need to kill it with a good protocol with a good practitioner. What I’m saying
though is if you eat safe starches and you have SIBO it can just make your symptoms just miserable, especially
gas, bloating or constipation or diarrhea. So, I think you’re right, I think you need to bring in some safe
starches. So, make sure that you are eating those on a long-term basis. Now Steve talked about it, the range
for how many carbohydrates to get, anywhere from 70 to 300 grams a day is going to be a good metric. I try to
get around 150 a day. I think if I get below 150 I start to feel a little sluggish; I start to notice I get cold hands
and feet and it seems like I get a little bit more fatigue. So, that’s my thoughts on that. I think ultimately longterm you do need to create a custom diet that builds in those soluble fibers so that you are getting those types
of foods for your gut bacteria.
Steve: Awesome. So the next question I’m going to take is, “What could you do to prevent C. diff from coming
back once you’ve been treated with high-powered antibiotics and throwing already bad dire symptoms into
insane symptoms?” So, I’m not sure what throwing bad diarrhea symptoms into insane symptoms really
means, and if you’re still having insane diarrhea symptoms but you’ve already gone through the standard
antibiotic C. diff protocol, I’m curious if the C. diff is still there. It doesn’t sound – it sounds like you still have
a risk factor of having the C. diff. If you’re only using the hospitals or conventional medicine’s stool testing
options I would go to somebody, like go to the recommended practitioners page http://scdlifestyle.com/
practitioners/ or go to a Kalish practitioner or anybody else who does functional medicine like from the
Institute of Functional Medicine and get some advanced testing. It may be that the C. diff is not gone. It could
be that you have a co-infection going on, you might have an infection somewhere else. When you go through
a serious infection like C. diff it really lowers your body’s resistance to infections and so it’s very common
to end up with multiple gut infections with all those antibiotics and just the trauma of going through an
experience like this in life. If it really is gone that’s great news. And what I would urge you to do is follow the
exact steps in this call. Follow the five-day protocol, get on LDN, try the curcumin and boswellia and get one
of those functional medicine practitioners I just talked about on your team right away. A lot of people who are
dealing with C. diff have some extra root causes usually in the hormone-immune system area. And last but not
least, you should always think about doing an FMT treatment, a fecal microbial transplant. Now, I think they’re
actually legal by the FDA to do in the United States you just have to enroll in a trial for them. There are several
clinics in the northwest of the United States as well as Minnesota. I do not think you should do an at-home
FMT treatment. I think somebody else had a question about this as well. I think at-home FMT treatments
would be like your absolute last resort. You can get yourself in a lot of trouble doing that. You can make
big mistakes, both from the preparation standpoint as well as choosing the wrong donors, so I would highly
encourage you to get with the clinic and get that handled there. If you look at statistics for treatments for C.
diff, FMT is by far the way to go. So, if it is true that you do have C. diff or one of the toxins for C. diff I would
go down the FMT route right away and then focus on the foundations that we talked about in this call, because
if you don’t focus on those foundations it’s highly likely that that C. diff is going to come back in some form or
another. Anything to add their Jordan?
Jordan: No. Well said. We’re winding down here. I want to make sure to cover another important question
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here from Billy. “Should yeast and fungus infections be dealt with before, during or after your suggestions and
how would you go about it?” And we’ve talked about this a little bit before but things like candida overgrowth
are talked about a lot. Candida is a commensal flora meaning it’s normally in your body. And the problem
becomes when it gets overgrown. And Steve and I both had symptoms of candida overgrowth and we’ve
both tried different types of prescriptions for it. What I can tell you is that it just kept coming back; it never
really went away until we both killed other gut infections that we had. And what’s interesting is we a saw a
similar type of thing happen with our private clients when they killed some bigger infections like bacterial or
parasitic infections. The yeast overgrowth will go away. And so where we’re kind of at more now with it is
that it’s probably more of a - yeast and fungal overgrowth is more of an indication that it’s like the smoke that
there’s a real fire going on. So, you’re seeing the smoke but there’s really an underlying cause that’s the fire
that’s allowing these things to overgrow. In a lot of cases that’s in the large intestines – a bacterial or parasitic
infection. So, if you’re dealing with yeast and fungal overgrowth make sure that you get some good stool
testing. Also, you can do some SIBO breath tests as well along with that. There’s something that’s allowing
this to overgrow and typically that’s some type of underlying infection that you need to kill. And a lot of times
when you kill that yeast and fungal infections will go away. In terms of timing, I don’t think you need to deal
with them before, during or after these types of suggestions. The foundational stuff, the habits for life I mean
you should be doing those anyways. The five-day reset can certainly help your symptoms and alleviate some
of that. So certainly take action and follow some recommendations here, get some improvement in your
symptoms and your quality of life and get with a good practitioner, get some stool testing and some SIBO
testing to find that fire that’s creating the smoke that you’re seeing there.
Steve: Right on. Let’s rip through a few more of these real quick and then we’re going to call her a day. The
question is, “I’m tracking the progress and eradicating Blastocystis.” Blastocystis this is a G.I. infection for
those who don’t know. “Is there any place I can get PCR stool testing (not just microscopy and trichrome stain
like BioHealth and Doctor’s Data)?” Todd great question. Actually there is a new lab company that is making
its rounds in the functional medicine underground community of practitioners who we test stuff before we
really publicly talk about them. But so far so good with a lab company called DRG labs. I believe they’re out of
Arizona but look up DRG labs. They are doing the PCR technology. Again it’s being resurrected there. What I
would say is PCR in theory is great. It is fallible. And I would always be running two tests. So if you’re going to
run DRG I’d run it up against BioHealth or Doctor’s Data. I would not – what I’m trying to communicate is from
the anecdotal evidence that we’ve seen from clinical practice from many practitioners, DNA-PCR stool testing
is not a completely golden standard of technology yet. A lot of bugs are still being worked out there just like
there’s a lot of bugs in the microscopically and trichrome stain technology that’s been around for a while. So,
that’s why it’s a good idea to run both at the same time with the same samples and see what happens. That’s
going to be your best bet.
Jordan: Well said my friend. I think as we wrap up the call today I just want to encourage everybody I mean
that handout is a checklist that you could literally spend years executing. What I want you to do is make
sure that you pick one thing that you’re going to commit to taking action on today. Maybe that’s making an
appointment with a functional practitioner, whether through the Kalish directory, whether the practitioners
on our page or the current one you have and talking to them about getting stool tests ordered. Or it’s stop
CrossFit or it’s get eight hours of sleep on average in the next seven days. I want you to commit to taking one
action step in your life today from that handout. And if you need to print it out and circle one and put a goal
date on it, do that. But we’ve given you a lot of information today. I mean this is like six years of us working
with a lot of people and refining, testing and tweaking. This is six years of stop diarrhea strategy here. I want
you to pick one thing and take action on it and commit to us today that you’re going to do that. Because
you’ve invested in yourself to be here today, we’ve invested our time and energy and effort in serving you
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today and I just want to make sure that you use some of this information - at least one thing. But ultimately
work through it like a checklist and just know that I worked through this checklist essentially over five years
to get where I am today. You can do the same thing in a lot faster time and that’s our hope for you. But
ultimately I would feel a disservice to you if you didn’t pick one thing and just take action on it in your life. And
that’s my takeaway message for today. Steve, anything else to add before we wrap up here?
Steve: I think the one thing that I’d like to add is something that we sprinkled in throughout this whole call,
which is that this is a journey. You’re on a health journey. In my opinion, it’s a worthwhile journey. I hope you
keep fighting and I hope you’re fighting with both hands and your feet and you’re willing to bite and scratch
and claw and do whatever it takes to get your health back because that’s sometimes what it actually takes to
get there. And what we’ve laid out today are proven models and proven ways in which we’ve seen it happen
throughout our time in helping people. And for you it might be slightly different. We hope laying out this kind
of information is going to make it at least twice as fast as what it took us. That’s kind of what we’ve seen as
we tell people is that typically once you have a model like this you can do about twice as fast as what it took
to develop the model. And so I really just want to encourage you to keep your hope up, keep the fight up. We
have confidence that you can do it. We have confidence in your reversal and that you can feel better than you
never even thought you could feel. And so keep taking action. That’s how new results will get created. And
as Jordan said, it’s easy on a call like this to get overwhelmed and think well I’ll do it all tomorrow; I’ll start it
all tomorrow and then you’ll stay overwhelmed and not do anything. It’s called the paradox of choice and
actually that’s the title of a book by Barry Schwartz that you should buy if you’re interested in these kind of
psychology principles. Anyway, I digress. The point is lots of things you can take action on here. Just start
knocking them off one by one and progress is going to happen. And we really appreciate the fact that you care
so much about your health and we really appreciate you spending over two and a half hours straight on the
phone today. We understand that that is a massive time commitment in today’s standards. So thank you so
much. It’s been a pleasure and we hope that this information truly helps you.
Jordan: Alright. Well, as we let everybody go today I just want to reiterate we’ll send the recording out via
email and we will also be getting you the transcript within seven days. It takes some time for our team to go
ahead and transcribe two and a half hours of content and make it eligible (legible), I can’t speak; it’s been too
long. So, look for that in your email inbox as well as in the next seven and thanks again for being here. We’ll
see you again next time.
Steve: Thanks everyone.

If You Need a Skilled Practitioner…
We highly recommend working with a Functional Medicine Practitioner who was trained in Functional
Medicine. They’re going to have experience using protocols like this and are well-suited to help you.
Need help finding someone?
We are no longer doing 1-on-1 consulting, but we have built relationships with two world-class Functional
Medicine Practitioners. Here’s a special link to book an appointment with one of these amazing practitioners
and start getting help right now:
http://scdlifestyle.com/practitioners/
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In good health,
- Jordan and Steve
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